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Our main aim is to present he connection between 2-calculus and Cartesian 
closed categories both in an untyped and purely syntactic setting. More specifically 
we establish a syntactic equivalence theorem between what we call categorical com- 
binatory logic and j--calculus with explicit products and projections, with fl and 
q-rules as well as with surjective pairing. "Combinatory logic" is of course inspired 
by Curry's combinatory logic, based on the well-known S, K,/. Our combinatory 
logic is "categorical" because its combinators and rules are obtained by extracting 
untyped information from Cartesian closed categories (looking at arrows only, thus 
forgetting about objects). Compiling J.-calculus into these combinators happens to 
be natural and provokes only n log n code expansion. Moreover categorical com- 
binatory logic is entirely faithful to /~-reduction where combinatory logic needs 
additional rather complex and unnatural axioms to be. The connection easily 
extends to the corresponding typed calculi, where typed categorical combinatory 
logic is a free Cartesian closed category where the notion of terminal object is 
replaced by the explicit manipulation ofapplying (a function to its argument) and 
coupling (arguments o build datas in products). Our syntactic equivalences induce 
equivalences at the model level. The paper is intended as a mathematical foun- 
dation for developing implementations of functional programming languages based 
on a "categorical abstract machine," as developed in a companion paper 
(Cousineau, Curien, and Mauny, in "Proceedings, ACM Conf. on Functional 
Programming Languages and Computer Architecture," Nancy, 1985). ©1986 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The motivat ion for studying calculi of combinators  is that implementing 
the /?-rule of the 2-calculus, and more generally parameter  passing 
mechanisms of programming languages involves some difficulties with the 
scope of variables, so that getting rid of variables at compile time may yield 
both efficient and safe interprets. Among the numerous approaches to 
el iminate variables, two of them are of part icular interest: 
- - the  use of Curry's combinators  S, K , / ,  as suggested by Turner 
(1979); 
- - the so-called De Bruijn's (1972) notat ion (which is implicit in many 
closure based implementat ions of functional anguages) for 2-expressions, 
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replacing the names of the bound variables by their binding height, i.e., the 
number of h's between the variable and its binding h in the expression; 
actually, as we shall see, compilling h-expressions into categorical code fac- 
torizes through getting its translation in De Bruijn's notation, and more 
specifically what remains to be done is just textual transformation. 
Introducing categorical combinators starting from the 2-calculus is best 
done by using an intuition on types, and trying to describe the meaning of 
typed 2-expressions then quite naturally leads to categorical combinators. 
We refer to Curien (1985a). Here we shall use a much steeper way, more 
aking to a machine description. We take the risk of trying to convince the 
reader rather by the magic of "pushing symbols" than by a thorough 
semantic motivation. We suppose some acquaintance with 2-calculus, and 
equational theories (we refer to Barendregt, 1984; Huet and Oppen, 1980). 
Knowing the definition of a Cartesian closed category is not needed, but 
obviously would help intuition. Section 2 is devoted to the definition of 
untyped hc-calculus (i.e., h-calculus with explicit couples) and untyped 
categorical combinatory logic and the proof of their equivalence. For the 
sake of comparison Section 3 recalls the similar results of Curry's com- 
binatory logic, which we call here classical. There is nothing original in this 
section, possibly except that we handle at a syntactic level notions which 
were introduced at the model evel by various people (Meyer, 1982; Scott, 
1976; Koymans, 1982). Sections 4 and 5 are short incursions into the typed 
case and models. Section 6 is a discussion. 
The relative length of Section 2 enhances its importance. The material of 
Sections 2 and 4 has been presented at ICALP 85, CAAP 85 (Curien, 
1985b, c), respectively. The paper is essentially extracted from the author's 
thesis, an improved version of which appeared as a monograph (Curien, 
1985a), to which we refer for more motivation and more detail (especially 
on related work). 
The rest of the section is a rapid introduction to categorical combinators 
viewed as machine instructions. In the style of Landin's (1964) SECD 
machine, imagine the computation of h-expressions as some compound 
action of a code applied to an environment. Imagine moreover that the 
environment has a binary tree representation. Then the following can be 
said on the three constructors of the pure h-calculus: 
--variable: x represents he access to the x part of the environment: 
hence the action may be viewed as the composition ofsome actions of going 
or projecting from a node to its first or second son. 
application: the action of MN may be conceptually decomposed as
follows: first combine, or put aside, or pair the actions of M and N, then 
perform the application. 
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--abstraction: 2x.M cannot act directly on the environment in this 
kind of evaluation: the involved mechanism was called closure by Landin. 
Entering into it is out of the scope of the present paper, but is central to 
our categorical abstract machine (Cousineau, Curien, and Mauny, 1985). 
What we want to suggest may be phrased as follows: 2x.M will only give 
rise to an action if a context (2x.M)N is reached. Then M will act on a 
modified environment, a combination, or couple of the current environment 
and the result of the computation of N. So M has two arguments, whereas 
2x.M has only one: the environment; the point is that the second argument 
has been abstracted, i.e., that some currying is involved. 
We have introduced all the categorical combinators but one, the identity 
which we shall see does not arise when compiling 2-expressions into 
categorical combinatory logic, but when simulating a /?-reduction on the 
categorical code. 
Now our categorical kit is complete and the play can begin. Summa- 
rizing we have composing, identity, pairing, first and second projections, 
currying, and application. So far for the code itself representing 
2-expressions as compound actions. The interface with the environment 
enlarges our kit to applying and coupling. In the untyped setting, applying 
and coupling are not primitive and may be defined. In the typed setting 
they can either be coded as degenerated cases of composition and pairing 
(with arrows starting from the terminal object), or added explicitly in a 
typed version of categorical combinatory logic. We insist on the difference 
between applying and application, between coupling and pairing. For the 
first think of the addition given as a binary operator compared to the 
addition given as a constant (as in ML) which can be handled as such, 
without reference to its arguments ((2x.x)+), for the second notice that in 
naive set theoretic terms, coupling two functions f: D ~ E and g: D w-~ F 
yields an element (f, g) in the product (D =~ E) x (D =~ F) which is not a 
function type, while pairing them yields a function (f,  g)  in D =*-(Ex F). 
2. 2-CALCULUS AND PURE CATEGORICAL COMBINATORY LOGIC 
First we introduce the 2c-calculus, i.e., the 2-calculus with explicit 
couples and projections and corresponding conversions, forming with the 
well known/? and q-conversions a theory called/?rlSP. Then we introduce 
categorical combinatory logic as a first-order signature quipped with an 
equational theory CCL/?qSP, called strong categorical combinatory logic. 
The syntactic equivalence theorem establishes the equivalence of these 
two formalisms. It has two nice corollaries: first we show that CCL/?qSP is 
equivalent to a weaker theory CCL, called weak categorical combinatory 
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logic (which leads to the categorical abstract machine in (Cousineau, 
Curien, and Mauny, 1985)), plus an extensionality axiom; the other 
corollary is a functional (or combinatory) completeness result. Weakening 
an equation of CCLflqSP yields an equivalence with the 2c-calculus 
without the surjective pairing (formal definition below). We end the dis- 
cussion of pure categorical combinatory logic by a (poor) list of properties 
of the term rewriting systems associated with categorical equations. We 
stress that the calculi in this section are typefree (types appear in Sect. 4). 
Z-Calculus and De Bruijn's Notation 
We recall the formal definition of ),-calculus, define the De Bruijn's 
notation formally, and describe the fl-conversion in this notation. We 
extend the 2-calculus into the 2e-calculus, which has explicit products and 
projections and associated additional conversion rules. 
2.1. DEFINITION. The pure 2-calculus 2 is built from a set Var of 
variables, which are the basic £-expressions. The other Z-expressions (or 
terms) are built by 
- -  app l i ca t ion  : if M, N are terms, then MN is a term 
abst rac t ion  : if x is a variable and M is a term, then 2x. M is a term. 
We use the following notation: 
M, M2. . .M.=(  .... (M1M2)...M, 1)M, 
2xl x2...xn.M= 2Xl.(2x2.(...(Zxn. M)... ) ). 
Here is a formal definition of the sets FV(M), BV(M) of free and bound 
variables, defined by induction on M: 
FV(x) 
FV(MN) 
FV(Zx. M) 
Clearly FV(M) 
= BY(x)  = { } 
= FV(M) w FV(N), BV(MN) = BV(M) u BV(N) 
= FV(M)/{x}, BV(2x.M) = BV(M) w {x}. 
w BV(M)= V(M), where V(M) is the set of variables 
occurring in M. FV(M) c~ BV(M) may be nonempty (see below). 
One may add a set Cons of constants: then the basic 2-expressions are 
the constants and the variables, and the others are built by application and 
abstraction as above. For every constant C we define 
FV(C) = { } 
and the calculus is denoted by Z(Cons). 
643/69/1-3-13 
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Now we introduce the De Bruin's notation formally. 
2.2. DEFINITION. The ),-calculus in De  Bruijn's notation is built as 
follows: 
- -any  natural number is a term 
- -  if M, N are terms, then MN is a term 
- -  if M is a term, ),. M is a term. 
De Bruijn's notation should be viewed as the abstract notation for 
),-calculus, since it drops irrelevant details of variable names. We define the 
translation of a ),-expression i to the De Bruijn's notation. The translation 
is relative to a list of variables, which may be considered as a formal 
environment. 
2.3. DEFINITION. For any Me) ,  s.t. FV(M)~_ {Xo,..., xn} we define its 
De Bruijn's translation MDB(x  o ....... ) by 
XDB(x0 ....... )= i if i is minimum s.t. x = x i 
( )`X. M)DB(xo,. . . ,x,)  = ),. M DB(x,x o ........ ) 
(MN)DBtx0 ....... )= MDB(xo ........ )NDBtxo ........ ). 
When two terms M, N are such that 
mDB(m,. . . ,x , )  = NDB(xo,...,x°) 
for suitable Xo ..... x,, (clearly the property does not depend on the par- 
ticular choice of Xo ..... x,), then we say that M, N are a-equivalent. 
EXAMPLE. M= (2x.(2z.zx) y)(()`t, t) z) 
MDB¢~ .... )= (2.(2.01) 1)((2.0) 2). 
The ),-expressions, and the operations on them (particularly the substitution 
below) are always defined modulo a-equivalence. 
We leave the following key property as an exercise: 
EXERCISE. Show that for any finite set of variables X and any 
),-expression M one may find N s.t. BV(N)c~X=~ and M,N are 
a-equivalent. 
This simple fact allows us to define the substitution, on which com- 
putations by fl-conversions are based, without being involved in too much 
detail about renaming variables. 
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2.4. DEFINITION. The expression M[x  *--N], called "M in which N is 
substituted for all free occurrences of x," is defined as follows, by induction 
on M, 
- -  x [x  ~- N] = N, y [x  ~ N] = y ( i fy :~x)  
- -  (M~ Mz) [x  ~ N] = (M 1IX ~-- N])(M2[x ~ N])  
- -  (2y .M) [x  ~- N] = 2y . (M[x  ~ N]) if y :~ x and if y q~ FV(N) (not a 
restriction by the exercise above). 
EXERCISE. Check M[ x *-- N] = M if x ¢ FV( M). 
Now we may define the two conversions (reductions if they are orien- 
tated from left to right) of the )~-calculus. First we recall the classical notion 
of occurrence. 
2.5. DEFINITION. The occurrence u (where u is a word on {0, 1, 2}) of a 
term M is defined as follows: 
m/~=m 
M/Ou = N/u if M = 2x. N 
M/ lu=Ml /U ,  M/2u=M2/u  if M=MIM 2. 
We denote by M[u ~ N] the term obtained by replacing the occurrence u 
by N in M. 
Of course occurrences of expressions in De Bruijn's notation are defined 
in the same way. 
2.6. DEFINITION. The /3, q-reductions of the ),-calculus are defined by 
(/3): (2x.M)  N= Mix  *-- N] 
(q): 2x.Mx = M if x$FV(M) .  
We denote by fir/the theory/3 + q. As in equational theories the rules of the 
definition extend to any context of a left or right member, i.e., if, for 
instance, M/u = (,~x.M) N (we say that M/u is a redex), then 
M=~ M[u  *-- M[x  ~ N]]. 
The next definition describes the fl-reduction in De Bruijn's notation. 
2.7. DEFINITION. The following substitution and lifting operators for 
terms in De Bruijn's notation are defined as follows: 
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// 
U~)( N) 
n -1  
if n<m 
if n=m 
if n>m 
Ml M2 [m ~ N] = M 1 [m +-- N] M2 [m ~ N] 
(2.M)[m ~- N] = 2.(M[m + 1 ~- N]) 
J'j if j < i Urn(j) 
b +m if j>~i 
Vm(N, N2) = Um(N1 ) UT'(N2) 
U'['(2. N) = 2. ( Um+ l(N)). 
This definition should be viewed as a careful treatment of how sub- 
stitution can actually be performed mechanically. 
EXAMPLE (taking M as above). 
MDB(y .... )=(2.(2.01) 1)((2.0) 2) 
= ((2.01) 1 ) [0~ (2.0) 2] 
= ((2.01)[0 ~ (2.0) 2])(1 [0 ~ (2.0) 2]) 
= ( (2 .o l ) [o  ~- (2.0) 23) o 
= (2 . ( (o l ) [o  ~- (2.0) 2 ] ) )  o 
= (2.(011 ~- (2.0) 23)(1 [1 ,-- (2.0) 2 ] ) )  0 
= (2.(0Uo~((2.0) 2))) 0 
= (2.(0(Uo~(2.0) U1(2)))) 0 
= (2.(O(Uoq2.o) 3))) o 
= (2.(o((;~. u l (o ) )  3))) o 
= (2.(0((2.0) 3))) o. 
That this machinery indeed performs fl-reductions i left as an 
EXERCISE. Show that for suitable Xo,..., x,,  if ((2x.M)N)DB(xo . . . . . . .  }--- 
(2.P) Q, then 
(M[x  ~ NJ)DB(zo,...,~.)= P[O +-- Q]. 
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Now we define the 2-calculus with explicit couples and projections. 
2.8. DEFINITION. The pure 2c-calculus 2c is defined by adding the 
following operators to the structure defined in 2.1: 
- -  couple: if M, N are terms then (M, N) is a term 
- -  first projection: if M is a term then fst(M) is a term 
- - s e c o n d  projection: if M is a term then snd(M) is a term. 
We use the following notation: 
(M1, M2,..., Mn) = (...(M1, MR),..., Mn). 
In addition to the fl and q-conversions (Definition 2.6 extends easily to 2e), 
we define the three following conversions: 
(fst) fst((M, N)) = M 
(snd) snd((M, N)) = N 
(SP) fist(M), snd(M)) = M 
(in the two first equalities the double parentheses stress the arities of fst 
and ( ); they will be often omitted however for simplicity). 
We write tiP = fl + fst + snd, fiqP = tiP + q, and flqSP = flqP + SP. 
The 2c-calculus may be coded inside the )r-calculus, where the conver- 
sions fst and snd, but not SP, may be simulated (proof omitted): 
2.9. DEFINITION. With every term M of 2e we associate a term Mxe 2 
defined as follows: 
X2=X 
(MN);~ = M~N~ 
(2x.M);~ = 2x. M;, 
(M, N);, = 2x.xM;N~, 
fst(M);~ = M~.(2xy. x) 
snd(M);, = M;,(2xy. y). 
where x ¢ FV(M) ~ FV(N), 
2.10. PROPOSITION. For all M, N ~ 2c the following holds 
M =~,p No  M;, =~, N;. 
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The proposition remains valid without r/(the conversions f t and snd are 
simulated using fl only), but cannot be extended to handle SP, as was 
proved by Barendregt (1974). This justifies considering 2-calculus on its 
own. 
Strong Categorical Combinatory Logic 
We introduce the equational presentation of categorical combinatory 
logic. We introduce the applying and coupling operators, together with a 
set of rules involving them, called weak rules, as derived operators and 
rules. 
2.11. DEFINITION. The pure categorical combinatory logic CCL is the 
algebra of terms built fro a set Var of variables over the following 
signature: 
- - Id,  Fst, Snd, App, called respectively identity, first projection, 
second projection, and application, of arity 0 
- -A ,  called currying, of arity 1 
- -o,  ( , ), called respectively composition and pairing, of arity 2. 
We use the following notation: 
(AI ..... A,)=(.. .(AI,A2),. . . ,A,).  
Now we state the equations which will allow to establish the correspon- 
dence between CCL and 2c. 
2.12. DEFINITION. CCLfl~ISP, also called strong categorical combinatory 
logic, is the following set of equations: 
(Ass) (xoy)oz=xo(yoz) 
(IdL) Id o x = x 
(IdR) x o Id -- x 
(Fst) Fsto (x, y )  =x  
(Snd) Sndo (x, y )  = y 
(DPair) (x ,y)oz=(xoz,  yoz) 
(Beta) Appo (A(x), y )  =xo (Id, y )  
(DA) A(x)oy=A(xo (yo Fst, Snd)) 
(AI) A(App) = Id 
('FSI) (Fst, Snd ) = Id 
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CCL[3rlP is the system obtained by replacing the axiom FSI in CLLflqSP 
by 
(FSA) App o (Fst, Snd) = App 
Finally we write CCLfl = CCLflrlSP - AI - FSI. 
We strongly recommend the following exercise, which will give the 
reader some insight into these equations. 
EXERCISE. Prove the equivalence between CCLfltlSP and the system 
where 
Ass + IdL + IdR + Fst + Snd + SPair + App + SA 
(SPair) (Fstox, Sndox)=x 
(App) Appo (A(x)o Fst, Snd) =x  
(SA) A(App o (xo Fst, Snd)) = x 
which is the set of equations defining the Cartesian closed categories (see, 
e.g., Lambek, 1972) except hat there are no types and no equation for the 
terminal object (see Sect. 4). 
EXERCISE. Show that the following is a consequence of CCLfl: 
(Beta') Appo (A(x)o y ,z )  =xo (y, z). 
We show that we can define the applying and coupling operators. 
Intuitions trace back to the bijective correspondence b tween 1 ~ D ~ E 
and D ~ E, for all objects D, E in a Cartesian closed category with ter- 
minal object 1 (see Sect. 4). 
2.13. DEFINITION, We define the operations ..... , ..... of arity 1, "." 
(applying, denoted by simple juxtaposition) and ( ) (coupling) of arity 2 as 
follows (for any A, B): 
A > =A(A oSnd) 
A < =Appo (A, Id)  
A. B= (AoB>) < (in practice we shall write AB) 
(A, B )= (A >, B > > < 
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We use the same notation as for the 2c-calculus operators of the same 
names; moreover we agree that applying has Stronger precedence than 
composition. 
Finally we denote by RA (right absorbing) the set of terms B of CCL s.t. 
B = ccc~,sp B o A (Snd). 
Think of > and < as associating an arrow of 1 ~ D with an element of D 
and vice versa. Notice that applying has arity 2 while application has 
arity 0: it is somehow the same as having a binary addition, but also an 
addition constant in itself, which can be manipulated in other contexts than 
just applied to its arguments, as in the example of Section 1. Finally notice 
that, for any A in CCL, A > is in RA. 
2.14. LEMMA. For all terms A ~ CCL, B ~ RA the following holds 
(A > ) < = CCL~,Se A (1) 
B =CCLflqSP Bo A (2) 
(B <) > = ccLe~sp B. (3) 
Moreover CCLfl~ISP~--CCL+Quote, where CCL, also called weak 
categorical eombinatory logic, is the following set of equations: 
(id) Id.x = x 
(ass) (xo y).z= x.(y.z) 
(fst) Fst.(x, y) : Ix  
(snd) Snd.(x, y) = y 
(dpair) (x, y ) . z  = (x.z, y.z) 
(app) App.(x, y)=x.y  
(dA) (A(x) .y ) .z=x. (y ,  z)
and Quote is the following set of equations: 
(Quotel) 
(Quotez) 
(Quote3) 
(A(Fst),x) o y = A(Fst).x 
Appo (xo (A(Fst).y), z )  = (x.y)oz 
A(x).y =xo (A(Fst).y, Id).  
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Proof 
(A >)< = Appo (A(A o Snd), Id > = Bet. (A o Snd)o (Id, Id >=ass, S.d,IdR A 
B o A =def (B o A(Snd)) o A =As~,OA,S.d B o A(Snd) =aef B 
(B < )> = A((App o (B, Id ))o Snd)=As~,OPair,~dL A(App o (Bo Snd, Snd>) 
=2,2  A(App o <Bo Fst, Snd>) =SA B. 
For the other equations we first show 
CCLfltlSP, Quote2~---Quote3 
CCLfltlSP, Quote3, ass, fst, snd, dpair, appw-id, dA. 
Here is for Quote3: 
A(x) Y=i~R A(x) yoId =Ouote2 Appo (A(x)oA(Fst)  y, Id> 
=Beta X° (A(Fst) y, Id>. 
For id, we first get by Quote3, 
A(Snd) x =eoote3 Sndo (.. . ,  Id> =S~d Id. (4) 
Hence 
Idx =4,snd(A(Snd)(y,x))(Snd(y,x))=app,dpai . . . . .  (Appo (A(Snd), Snd>)(y, x) 
z Beta, Snd,snd X. 
For dA we first show 
A(Fst) y = A(Snd o Fst)(z, y) (5) 
A(Fst) y =snd . . . .  (A(Fst) o Snd)(z, y)=DA A(Fst o (Sndo Fst, Snd >)(z, y) 
=v~t A(Snd o Fst)(z, y). 
By (5) we obtain the following instance of dA: 
A(Fst) yz =5,fst (A(Snd o Fst)(z, y))(Fst(z, y)) 
=app,dpai . . . . .  (App o <A(Snd o Fst), Fst >)(z, y)=Beta,Ass, F t, IdR,snd Y. 
(6) 
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Finally we may prove dA using Quote3, 
A(x) yz =Quot~3 (xo (A(Fst) y, Id ) )  z =as~,Opai~,6,id x(y, Z). 
We are left with the other equations of CCL and Quote: 
x(YZ)=de~(X°((Y°Z> )<)> ) < =3 (X°(Y°Z> )) ~ =A~s,der(X° Y) Z. 
(3) may be applied since we verify yoz > •RA (same argument as to prove 
(2)): 
Fst(x, y) = (Fst o ( (x  >, y > ) < ) > ) < (Fst o (x  >, y > =3 ) )< =Fst, l X 
(likewise, (x  >, y> ) • RA), 
(xz, yz)=dot ( ( (xoz> )<) ~, ((yoz> )<) > ) < =3 (x  °z>, y °z~ ) < 
=DPair,def (X, y )  Z 
App(x, y) =der (App ( (x  >, y> )<)>)< o o =3.def(App (A(xoSnd), y>) )< 
~ Beta,Snd,def xy .  
For the two remaining equations of Quote we first establish 
A(Fst) x = x > (7) 
A(Fst) x =der App o (A(Fst)ox >, Id)  =Beta',Fst X )  
A(Fs t )xoy=Tx > °y=2 x > =7 A(Fst)x 
since x > • RA, 
Appo (xoA(Fst)  y , z )  =7 Appo (xoy>,  z )  
=; ,Ass ,  IdL, DPair App o ( (x  o y >, Id ) o z) 
= Ass,clef xy  o Z. 
EXERCISE. Show that the two last equations in 2.13 are consequences 
of CCLfl~ISP + CCL + Quote. In other words, there is only one way of 
defining applying and coupling in such a way that CCLfl~ISP + CCL + 
Quote holds. 
The Equivalence Theorem 
We rephrase the translation oB in the categorical setting, show how to 
code the substitution and lifting in terms of categorical combinators, thus 
detaching a branch of the equivalence theorem: strong categorical rules 
allow us to simulate fl~lSP-conversions. Then we define the translations 
between 2e-calculus and categorical combinatory logic, and establish the 
full equivalence theorem. 
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2.15.  DEFINIT ION.  Let M~2c and Xo,..., x ,  be s.t. FV(M)~_ {Xo,..., x ,}.  
MDB¢~0 ....... ) is defined by 
XDB(~0 ....... )= i! if i is min imum s.t. x = x~, where i! = Snd o Fst  ~ 
(J~X. M)DB(x0 ....... ) = A(MDB(x,xo,...,x,)) 
(MN)DBtxo ....... )=  App o (MDB(x  o ....... ), NDB(xo ....... )> 
(M, N)DB(xo ....... ) = (MDB(xo  ....... ), NDB(xo ....... ) )  
fst(M)oB(xo ....... ) = Fst  o MDB¢~o ........ ) 
snd(M)DBixo ....... ) = Snd o MDB(x o ....... )" 
EXERCISE. Show that the fol lowing propert ies hold: 
MDBI~0 ........ )=NDB(x0 ....... ~ 1,y,x~+~ ........ ) where N=M[x i~y]  
MDB(x ,x  o ........ ) ----- MDB(x  o ........ ) o Fst  if x q~ FV(M) 
gFxo "-- N o ..... x~ ~ Nn]DB(yo,...,ym) 
= MDBIx0 ........ )o (Zo Fst  m+ 1, N"DB(yo,...,yo~ .....NODB¢yo....,y~)) 
where we suppose FV(N °) u ... w FV(N")~_ {Yo,..., Ym} and where z is any 
variable (hint:  for the second property  one may proceed as in the proof  of 
2.17 below, whereas an induct ion  on terms would involve tedious per- 
mutat ions) .  
The last property  in the exercise is very signif icant: it means that the 
categorical composition mirrors the 2-calculus ubstitution. More  technical ly 
the presence of z in the equat ion  corresponds to the intu i t ion  that the 
env i ronment  is made of its useful part, and  "the rest," i.e., z. 
Now we come to the s imulat ion of subst i tut ion and  lifting. We first show 
a lemma which will tu rn  out  to be the key of the s imulat ion.  
2.16. LEMMA. Let AeCCL.  We write P (A)=(AoFst ,  Snd). The 
following holds: 
FstmoPn(A)=ccLp,sepn-m(A)oFst m if l <~m<~n 
Proof By induct ion  on m, 
Fst  m + 1 o pn(A ) =def,  hss Fst o (Fst m o Pn(A)) = ind Fst o (Pn m(A ) o Fst m) 
=Ass (Vsto P"-m(A))o Fst m 
= def (Fst o ( (p"  m I(A) o Fst, Snd ) ) o Fst  m 
= Vst (P  . . . .  1 (A) o Fst)  o Fst  m = Ass Pn m -- I(A ) o Fst  m + 1. 
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2.17. PROPOSITION. Let M, Nc2e and Xo ..... xn be s.t. FV(M)w 
FV(N) c {x o ..... x,}. The following holds: 
M =l~,se N ~ MDB(xo,...,x, ) = CCLflqSP NDB(xo....,x,). 
Proof We only have to prove the properties for a single conversion 
step. For  fl we only need to code properly the substitution and lifting. Let, 
for any A, B 
A[m+--B]=Aopm((Id,  B))  and Um(B)=BoPi(FStm). 
We only have to prove the equations in Definition 2.7. The application, 
abstraction cases are proved using Ass and DPair ,  and DA, respectively. 
We are left with the cases of variables: 
- -  n > rn : n! [m ~ B] =der, Ass (Snd o Fst n m) o (Fst m o pro( ( Id, B ) ) )  
=2.16 (Sndo Vst"-m) o ( ( Id ,  B )  o Fst m) 
=Ass,Fst Snd o (Fst " -m ~ o Fst m) =defH - -  1! 
- -n=m:n!  [m~ B]=2.16Sndo((Id, B)oFst  m) 
=Ass,Snd Bo Fst m = U~(B) 
- -n  < m: this case is the same as the last case below: 
n! [m ~ B] =ccLI~SP n! 
And now the lifting: 
- - j~>i :  Urn(j!) =As~ (Snd o Fst J - i )  o (Fsteo pi(Fstm)) 
=2.16 (Snd o Fst j i) o Fstm+i =dcrm +j !  
- - j<  i: um(j!) =2.16 Snd o (U  J(Fst m) o Fst0  
=def Snd o ( (U  j -  l(Fstm) o Fst, Snd ) o Fst j) = As~,Snd J! 
NOW we prove the simulation of the ,/-reduction. We suppose that 
N/w = 2x. M1 x, where x ¢ FV(M1 ). Let MDB(x0 ....... )/W = A. Then 
NDB(x0 ....... ) = CCLflqSP MDB(xo ....... ) [w +-- B ] 
where 
B= A(App o (U0~I(A), 0!)) .  
We just have to notice 
A =IdR,AI, DA A(App o (A oFst, Snd)) .  
Finally for the conversions fst, snd, and SP, we remark that the translation 
transforms them into conversions Fst, Snd, and SPair. 
A more cautious treatment of the proof  above (using DPair  in par- 
ticular) allows to render the proposit ion more precise. Let us consider 
CCLfl as a rewriting system by orientating the equations from left to right: 
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a /}-reduction is simulated by a derivation (i.e., a sequence of elementary 
reduction steps) of CCL~, i.e., 
M --+ ~ N ~ MDs(xo,...,x,) ~ CCLB NDB(xo,....x,)" 
For q the system obtained by adding the rule 
x ~ A(App o (xo Fst, Snd))  
(obtained by reversing SA) to CCLfl  simulates the reversed q-reductions, 
i.e., 
M--)  2x .Mx (xeFV(M) ) .  
The following exercises describe an equivalent way (not quite, see 
Sect. 4) of defining the De Bruijn's translation (actually it was first dis- 
covered that way by the author and Berry (1981)). 
EXERCISE. Let (Substn),~o be the sequence of terms defined by 
Substo = (Fst o Fst, Snd) 
Substi= (Fst i+2, Snd, Snd o Fst i, Sndo Fst i ~,..., Snd o Fst).  
Show that for all j, k, 
Substj(x, x..... , Xo, z )=cct .  (x, x,,..., xj + l , z, xj_1,..., Xo) 
k! o Substj =ccc~ Snd if j = k, 
k! o Substj = ccLl~ k + 1 ! if j :A k. 
EXERCISE. Let Xo,..., xn be a sequence of variables. For all terms M ~ )~ 
s.t. V(M)  ~ {xo,..., xn}, define the formal  semantics, denoted by EM~xo ....... 
of M by 
Exj~xo ....... =J~ 
~MN~ xo ....... = Appo ( [[M~ x0 ........ [[N~ xo ....... )
I2xj. M~ xo ....... = A( ~M~ xo ....... ° Subsb) 
Show that 
~ M~ xo,...,x n = CCL~ MDB(  xo,...,xn) "
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We come to the main result of this section: the equivalence between the 
2c-calculus and the categorical combinatory logic. We define the trans- 
lations. 
2.18. DEFINITION. With every term M of )~e s.t. FV(M)~_ {Xo,..., Xn} we 
associate a term MccL of CCL defined by 
MCCL = MDB(x0 ....... )(X, X ...... X0) 
(x is distinct from Xo,..., x,). With every term A of CCL we associate a term 
A~c of 2e defined as follows: 
X2c ~--- X 
Id~,~ = 2x.x 
Fst~c = 2x.fst(x) 
Snd~ = 2x. snd(x) 
App~ = 2x.fst(x) snd(x) 
(A o B)~ = 2x. A ~c(B~x) 
( A, B )  ~c = 2x.(A ~cX, B~cX )
A(A)~c = 2xy.A~c(x , Y) 
(with variables x, y not belonging to V(A)=FV(A~),  V(B)=FV(B~)).  
We write MccL,~ = (MccL)~, and likewise for other compositions. 
EXERCISE. Verify that MccL does not depend on the choice of the 
sequence Xo ..... xn modulo CCLfl (proceed as in 2.17). Notice that 
MccL,~c= MDB,~(X, X,,..., Xo) (we replace DB(xo ..... xn) by DB when no 
confusion may arise). 
The following lemma shows that the translation ~oc has the expected 
behaviour w.r.t, the applying and coupling operators. 
2.19. LEMMA. For all terms A, B of CCL the following holds (with 
uq~ FV(A~c)): 
(A>)~c=2u.A~c 
(A < )~c = 2u.(A ~cu) u 
(AB)~e = A~cB~.c 
(A, B)~c = (A~c, B~c). 
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Proof 
(A > ),~c =def,8 2uv.A;~(Snd(u, v)) =snd,,1 )~u'Axc 
(A < )~ =d~f,8 2u.(2v.fst(v) snd(v) (A ~cu, u)=8,f~t,sn,~ 2u.(A ).~u) u 
(AB);,c =,Ja ((Ao B > )< );,~ = 2u.((2v.A~.c(()tw.B~c) v)) u) u 
=8 2u'(A ~cB;,~) u =~ A ~cB;.c 
(A, B);,<. = ( (A >, B > ) < );.<. = 2u.((2v.((2w.A;.c ) v, (2w.B,~) v)) u) u 
=8 2u.(A~,c, B,~c) u =,1 (A~.c, Bj, c). 
2.20. SYNTACTIC EQUIVALENCE THEOREM. For all terms M, Ne2e, 
A, B e CCL the following holds: 
( 1 ) M = ~.sp N =~ Mcc L = CCLflqSP NCCL 
(2) A = CCL8qSP B ~ Axe. = 8,sp B xc 
(3) MccL,x~=8,1pM 
(4) A.~,c, CCL =CCL[~nP A. 
Proof (1) is a consequence of 2.17. We prove (2) rule by rule. 
(( x° Y)° Z)).c =def, fl ~bl.X(y(Zbl)) ~---def, fl ( X° (Y°Z))2c 
(Id o x);., =clef 2u. (2y. y)(xu) =~,, x 
(x o Id);~, =aef 2u.x((2y.y) u)=~,~ x
(Fst o (x,  Y));,c =da,~ 2u.(2v.fst(v))(xu, yu) =~,fst,, x
( (x ,  y )o  z);~c. =def,~ 2U.(2V.(XV, yV))(ZU) 
=8 2U.((2V.X(ZV)) U, (2v.y(zv)) U)=8,d~r (X oZ, yoz)~,. 
(Appo ( A(x), y ) );., =d~f,a 2U.(2v.fst(v) snd(v) (2w.x(u, w), yu) 
=8,r~t,s,d 2u.()Lw.x(u, w) )(yu) 
=8 2u.x(u, yu)=~,d~f (xo ( Id,  y))).~ 
(A(x) o y)~ 
(Fst,  Snd)~ 
(A(npp))x~ 
=da,8 2UW.X(yU, W) =fst,snd 2UW.X(y(fst(u, W) ), snd(u, w)) 
=8,def A(xo (yo  Fst, Snd))zc 
=Oef, a 2u.(fst(u), snd(u)) =se  Id~ 
= da, p 2UV. UV =,  2U. U = d~f Id~. 
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Now we prove (3): 
XCCL.~ =d,r Snd(y, x )~ =(2),a~f x 
(MN)ccL,;~ =,l~f ((App o (MDB, Nob) )  U ) x~ = def, tJ ( M DB,;~cu )( NDB,~cU )
=ind MN where u = (x, x ...... Xo) (also below) 
(2x.M)ccL,~ = (A(A) (y ,  x ..... , Xo))~ =d~r (2uv.A;.~(u, v) ) (y ,  x ...... Xo) 
=~ 2v.A  ~(y ,  x ...... Xo, v) =def 2v.M[x  +- V]CCL,~c 
=i,d 2V. MIx  ~ v] for A = MDB<~,~0 ....... )= Mix  +- v] DBI~,x0 ....... )
=d~f ( (Mob,  NDB) U);~c-----def,/~ (MDB,;~U, NDB,;~cU)=ind (M, N) 
=def ((Fst o MDB) U)~ =d~r,a fst(MDB,;~ U) =~nd fst(M). 
(M, N)cct,;~ C
(fst(M))ccL,~c 
Finally we prove (4): 
XAc, CCL =def  Snd(y, x) =snd X. 
For the composit ion (and also ( , )  and A), we use the fact (easily 
resulting from the proof of 2.17) that if xCFV(M) ,  then 
mDB(x, xo,.,.,x,) = CCCa mDa(xo,...,x,) ° Fst: 
(A o B)ac, CCL =,let A(App o (A~c, DB ° Fst, App o (B;~c, DB o Fst, Snd ) ) )  u 
=Quote3 (App o (A;~c, DB ° Fst, App o (B;~c, DB ° Fst, Snd ) ) )  
o (A(Fst )  u, Id )  =Ass,OPair, Vst,Snd,Quote2,ind,IdR A o B 
Id~c,CCL =def A(Snd) u =Quot~3 Snd o ( .... Id )  =Snd Id 
(A,  B )  ~c, CCL =clef A( (App  °(A;~c, DB o Fst, Snd ), App o(B~,DB ° Fst, Snd ) )  ) u 
= Quot~3, DPair, A~s, V~t,Snd,Q~ot~2,ind,~dR (A,  B ) 
FSt~c, CCL =d~f A(Fst o Snd) u =Q,ot~3 (Fst o Snd)o ( .... Id )  =A~,S,a,~dR Fst 
A(A  )~c,CCL =clef A(A(App o (A;~,DB o (Fst o Fst), (Snd o Fst, Snd ) ) ) )  u 
=Q~ot~3 A(App o (A;~,DB ° (Fst o Fst), (Snd o Fst, Snd ) ) )  
o (A(Fst )  u, Id )  
=oA A((App o (A;~,I~B ° (Fsto Fst), (Snd o Fst, Snd)  ) )  
o ( (A (Fs t )  u, Id )oFs t ,  Snd) )  
= DPair, Ass, Vst,Snd, IdL A(App o ( (A2c ,  D B ° A(Fst) u) 
o Fst, (Fst ,  Snd))=As~,Quot~,Q.ot~2,i.d A(A  o (Fst ,  Snd) )  
=IdL A(A  o ( Id  o Fst, Snd) )  =DA A(A) o Id =~dR A(A)  
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App~c, CCL = def A (App o (Fst o Snd, Snd o Snd ) ) u 
~--~ Quote3, Ass, DPair,  Snd, IdR App o (Fst, Snd ) = VSA App. 
Our equivalence theorem makes critical use of the q-rule, which is 
needed in the proof of IdL and IdR, and would not fit together with the 
coding of coupling in the 2-calculus (cf. 2.9). If one wants to get an 
equivalence involving/~ only or the )~-calculus without explicitly pairing, or 
both together, one has to turn from k-calculus to a calculus defined on top 
of it, where expressions are couples 
((x0,..., x,), M)  
of a formal environment (like the ones manipulated in the definition of 
De Bruijn's translation) and a 2-expression. This point of view stresses that 
global variables should not be implicitly bound as in the approach 
developed here, and that instead another kind of binding structure, in 
addition to abstraction, should be considered explicitly. This approach is 
developed in (Poign6, in press), and is implicit in Mann (1975), where 
proofs in natural deduction systems are manipulated and have precisely the 
structure above (formal environments being just sequents ). However this 
formalism is heavier than ours because additional conversion rules have to 
be added, which may be thought as top level 2-calctdus rules. 
In Section 6 we shall give more references of related, semantically 
phrased work on equivalences between pure 2-calculus and categorical 
structures. Now we show as a corollary of 2.20 that CCL~ISP  is equivalent 
to CCL + FS I  plus an extensionality axiom. 
2.21. COROLLARY. For all terms A, B of CCL the following holds: 
A =ccL~se B i f f  CCL, FSI, extw--A = B 
where ext is the following (first-order, but not equational) axiom: 
(ext) Ax = Bx ~ A = B (x occurs neither in A nor in B). 
Proof  First we check the equations of CCL~I1SP (except FSI)  using 
CCL and ext. For Beta and DA: 
(App o (A (x ) ,  y ) )  u = A(x )  u(yu) = x(u, yu) = (x o (Id, y) u 
(A(x)o y) uv = A(x ) (yu)  v = x(yu,  v )= (xo (y  o Fst, Snd))(u, v) 
= A(x  o (y  o Fst, Snd)) uv. 
643/69/1-3- I4
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Reciprocally we prove 
Ax = CCLaTSe BX =~ A = CCL~TSe B. 
Indeed we have (Ax);~c = def A 2c x. Since Ax = ccctJ,se Bx, we get 
A;.cx =~Tse B~x and A;.c =7 2x'A~.cx =~7 2x.B;.cx =7 B~c 
whence we conclude A = ccL¢Tse A ac,CCL = ccLaTse B2c, CCL = CCL#nSP B. 
Another corollary of Theorem 2.20 is a functional completeness result. 
2.22. COROLLARY (Functional completeness). 
s.t. V(A)c__{Xo ..... xn} there exists a unique 
CCLf lqSP s.t. 
A = ccL~Tse A*(x  ...... Xo). 
Proof For the existence, we know by 2.20 that 
A =CCL#TSP A;tc, DB(X, X ...... Xo)" 
As x does not occur in A we verify by reading over the proof of 2.20 that 
we may also write, for instance, 
A =CCL~TSP A;.c, DB(Id, x ...... Xo). 
One defines easily a projection ~ s.t. 
(x, x ...... Xo) = ¢¢~7~ ~(x,  (x, , . . . ,  Xo)). 
Then A*= A(A ore)Id fits. Uniqueness is by ext. 
Intuitively this result means that categorical combinatory logic is its own 
meta language: in the above statement A may be seen as the specification 
of a function, and A* as the code for that function. One may also say that 
A* "internalizes" the "function" (x ..... , x0) ~ A. 
The same result, expressed in a semantic setting, was shown using a dif- 
ferent method by Lambek and Scott (1985). 2.20-2.22 remain true if one 
replaces 
1 CCLf lqSP by CCLfl~IP. FSI FSA 
For every term A ~ CCL 
closed term A* modulo 
One easily incorporates constants in these results by defining for any 
constant C of he, CCL: 
MDB(C) = A(Fst) C, C~c = C. 
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The following proposition lists some properties of categorical rewriting 
systems. 
2.23. PROPOSITION. The following rewriting systems are locally confluent 
(equations are orientated from left to right): 
Ass + IdL 
Ass + IdL + IdR (monoid) 
Ass + IdL + IdR + Fst + Snd + AssFst + AssSnd 
where 
(AssFst) Fsto ((x, y )  oz) =xoz  
(AssSnd) Sndo ((x, y )  oz)= yoz 
(one has Ass, Fst~---AssFst and Ass, Snd~---AssSnd) 
Ass + IdL + IdR + Fst + Snd + DPair 
Ass + IdL + IdR + Fst + Snd + DPair + FSI + SPair 
Ass + IdL + IdR + Fst + Snd + DPair + FSI + SPair + DA 
(one has Ass, Fst, Snd, SPair~--DPair and SPair, IdRw--FSI). 
Up to here these systems are also noetherian 
Ass + IdL + IdR + Fst + Snd + DPair + Beta + Beta' 
Ass + IdL + IdR + Fst + Snd + DPair + FSI + SPair + Beta + Beta' 
Ass + IdL + rIdR + Fst + Snd + DPair + FSI + SPair + Beta + DA. 
The following systems are not locally confluent: 
Ass + IdR 
Ass + IdL + IdR + Fst + Snd 
Ass + IdL + IdR + Fst + Snd + DPair + Beta + DA. 
Proof For the local influence, check the critical pairs or rely on the 
software written to complete rewriting systems (Formel (INRIA, Huet and 
Cousineau), Reve (CRIN-MIT, P. Lescanne)). For the negative results, we 
remark that the three systems uffer from the absence of IdL, DPair, and 
FSI, respectively (details omitted). 
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We do not know how to get a locally confluent version of CCLfirlSP. In 
an unpublished note, Cartmell has exhibited canonical (i.e., confluent and 
noetherian) rewrite rules for the adjunctions, as summarized in the exercise 
below. 
EXERCISE. Adjunctions may be characterized equationally (forgetting 
about objects) by the following set of equations, over the signature of 
monoids augmented with unary operators F, (, t/: 
Ass + IdL + IdR + Horn 1 + Hom2, where 
(Homl) F(x)o F (y )= F(x o y) 
(Hom2) F(Id) = Id 
~(~(x))=~(((x))=x 
( (yo F(x))  = ( (y)o  x. 
Show that an equivalent formalization is provided on the signature of 
monoids augmented by unary F, (, and 0-ary e by 
Ass + IdL + IdR + Homl + Hom2 
~(~o r (x ) )  = x 
eor ( ( (x ) )=x .  
Prove that the following set of rules is equivalent to the previous ones and 
canonical: 
Ass + IdL + IdR + Hom I + Hom 2 
F(x)o (F(y)o z) --* F(x o y)o z 
((ao r (x ) )  ~ x 
((e) -+ Id 
e o F(( (x))  ~ x 
6o ( r ( ( (x ) )  o y )  --, x o y 
( (y )ox  ~ ~(yoF(x)) .  
But this does not help for CCLflqSP, because two adjunctions are 
involved, one of which is built on the top of the other, provoking inter- 
ferences. 
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3. CLASSICAL COMBINATORY LOGIC 
The following is a brief account of the similar results known in com- 
binatory logic. They go back to Curry and Feys (1958). We add our per- 
sonal touch by rendering syntactic recent contributions of Scott (1980) and 
Meyer (1982), unified by Koymans (1984): these authors have discussed 
semantic ombinatorial characterizations of 2-models, but their construc- 
tions may be rephrased syntactically and then become characterizations of 
)L-algebras (),-algebras and 2-models are discussed in Sect. 5, but are not 
needed here). 
We shall first introduce combinatory logic, then discuss the equivalence 
with B-conversion, and finally we shall discuss the efficiency of known 
translations into combinatory logic, insisting on the combinator strings of 
Kennaway and Sleep (1982), which have some similarities with categorical 
combinators. 
Combinatory algebras are defined as follows. A combinatory algebra is a 
structure (D, • ), i.e. a set D endowed with an application operation, denoted 
by simple juxtaposition, s.t. any term A in T({xl,..., xn}) (i.e., built with 
application and variables Xl ..... x~) has associated with it an element A* in 
D s.t. 
Vd,,. . . ,d,  eD,  {Xl -~d I ..... Xn.~-dn}~D (A)=A*d l , . . . ,d  n . 
This property is called combinatory completeness. This is like functional 
completeness above, but uniqueness i not required. 
The striking property of combinatory algebras is that combinatory com- 
pleteness follows from only two of its instances, the terms (xz)(yz), and x 
(considered as a term in T{x, y}). This justifies the introduction of the 
following language of combinatory logic CL. The signature of combinatory 
logic is made of S and K of arity 0, and application of arity 2. CL is the 
following set of equations 
(S) Sxyz = (xz)(yz) 
(K) Kxy = x 
known as the weak rules of combinatory logic. We set I as an abbreviation 
of SKI(, and check easily 
IX~cL  X. 
To show that combinatory algebras are exactly the models of CL, CL, we 
build the abstraction algorithm, associating with any terms s a term [x].s 
with no occurrence of x, as follows: 
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(i) [x ] .x=I  
(ii) [x].A =KA i f x6  V(A) 
(iii) [x].AB= S([x].A)([x].B) if (ii) does not apply. 
This definition is justified by the following property 
( [x] .M)  x =CL M. (*) 
Then combinatory completeness follows by taking above A* = 
[Xl ..... xn].A (using the same notation as for multiple 2-abstraction). 
Actually what we get is a syntactic form of combinatory completeness, 
namely 
A =CL A'x1,.--, Xn" 
Another property of abstraction is
([x].A)[y,:--B] =CL [X].(A[y*'-B]) if x¢ V(B). (**) 
(Here the clause (ii) in the definition of abstraction is needed.) We are now 
in a position to define translations between 2 and CL  Define 
XCL ~- X 
(MN)c L = McLNcL 
(2x.M)cL = [x].Mc• 
K;~ = 2xy.x 
S~ = )~xyz.(xz)(yz) 
(MN);. = M;N~. 
and 
The following exercise suggests that the weak rules of categorical com- 
binatory logic are weaker than those of classical combinatory logic. 
EXERCISE. When is it true that 
(2x .... (2y. M) m... )cL = cL (2X .... M[y *-- m]... )CL. 
We want to establish a syntactic equivalence in the style of the equivalence 
theorem of this section. First we want 
M=~ N~ MCL =- NCL. (1) 
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From (,) and (**), it is easily seen that (1) holds for head redexes, i.e., 
M= (2x.P)Q, N=P[x~-Q] .  So to get (1) we are left with 
(3) A =B= [x].A = [x].B. 
We leave property (1) for a while, and turn to 
A =B~A~=B~.  (2) 
This will depend on the new axioms we shall need to ensure ~. But it will 
be only routine verification, just as 
MCL.~ = M. (3) 
So, besides ~ the only other difficulty will reside in 
A~cL=A.  (4) 
This reduces to the instances S and K. Using ~ and (,), we get 
K;.CL = [xy] .x  = [xy].Kxy = lzK  
S2, CL-~- [xyz].Sxyz = 13S 
where for any n 
1, = [xxl...x,].xx~...x, (we set 11 = 1). 
So (4) is ensured by the two axioms 
(/(2) l zK=K 
($2) 13S= S. 
Moreover these two axioms allow us to make some progress on 4. We 
remark that we have then 
l ( [x ] .M)  = [x] .M 
for any M, since [x].M has always the form SPQ or KP (remember 
I = SKK), and indeed 
SPQ = 13SP o = [x].SPQx= I(SPQ) 
and likewise for K. Now ~ has something to do with extensionality. Indeed 
the hypothesis M = N may be rephrased as 
([x].M) x=( [x ] .N)x .  
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Hence ~ is surely implied by ext (cf. 2.21). The following exercise proves 
however that ext is too strong for our purposes. 
EXERCISE. Prove that CL + ext yields a syntactic equivalence with fit/. 
We need a weak extensionality axiom (not to be confused with the seman- 
tic concept of weak extensionality (see 5.1)), and the discussion above 
suggests 
(wext) Ax = Bx => 1A = lB. 
In the presence of/(-2 and $2, this ensures 4. So we have got a syntactic 
equivalence between 2. fl, and CL with the system 
CL + 
(/(2) K= 12K 
(S.~) S - -13S  
(wext) Ax = Bx ~ 1A = lB. 
Actually the axioms of Meyer and Scott use sequences other than 1, 12, 13, 
and make use of an extra operator e in the syntax. But they are essentially 
the same (for details we refer to Curien (1985)). 
So far, we have not yet produced an equational theory of classical com- 
binatory logic since wext is first order, but not equational. Indeed wext can 
be replaced in our first axiom system by three quite ugly axioms, which we 
introduce now. 
Here clause (ii) of the abstraction algorithm is unfortunate, since if we 
could rely on (iii) without restriction, the verification of 4 would reduce to 
[x ] .KPQ = [x ] .P  and [x ] .SPQR= [x ] . (PR) (QR) .  
So we need, for any P, Q s.t. x ¢ V(PQ), 
K(PQ)  = S(KP)(KQ) .  
Now, introducing new equations, we need to take care that they will be 
involved in the verification of 4; we have to close them, because then 4 
holds trivially because of clause (i). Hence the necessary equation is 
(abs) [xy] .K (xy)  = [xy] .S (Kx) (Ky) .  
Now set A - - [x ] .P  and B= [x ] .Q .  Then the required property of K 
becomes 
S( S( KK)  A ) B = A 
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so that we finally get a syntactic equivalence between 2, fl and CL, CLfi, 
where CLfi is 
CL + K2 + $2 + 
(abs) [xy].K(xy) = [xy].S(Kx)(Ky) 
(K{) [xy].S(S(KK) x) y = [xy].x 
(S~) [xyz].S(S(S(KS) x) y) z = [xyz].S(Sxz)(Syz) 
Finally if we want the equivalence with fir/, we need 
[x ] .Ux=U if xq~U. 
We get an equivalence between 2, fir/and CL, CLflr/, where CLflr/ is 
cL/~ + 
(Eta) [x].S(Kx) I= [x].x. 
We hope to have convinced the reader that the Curry axioms are quite 
"natural" if we mean that they arise in a simple way when trying to get the 
equivalence. But this is a rather ad hoc naturalness, whereas categorical 
axioms are natural and intuitive by themselves. 
We end the section by a short account of combinator strings, a recent 
proposal of Kennaway and Sleep (1982) for an efficient translation of 
2-expressions into an interesting rephrasing of the classical combinators, 
which is in a way symmetric to the De Bruijn's translation. The abstraction 
algorithm presented above is dramatically inefficient (the explosion of the 
size is exponential). The point is that, when making successive abstractions, 
the structure of the initial body of the innermost abstraction is lost, as is 
easily seen when compiling 2xy. yx. Indeed 
[y] .  yx = S([y ]. y)([-y].x)= SI(Kx) 
[x].(SI(Kx)) = S([x].(SI))([x] .(Kx))  = S(K(SI))(S([x]. K)([x].x)) 
= S(K(SI))(S(KK) I). 
The structure of the body yx, a simple application of two variables, has 
been lost when performing the first abstraction: what has been obtained is 
the application of a constant expression (SI) to an application of a con- 
stant to a variable. This is the beginning of an explosion. 
Turner (1979a, b) formulated successive refinements to obtain more 
efficient algorithms, which we propose as exercises. 
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EXERCISE. Show that, using the abstraction algorithm defined above, 
the worst case space complexity of the translation is exponential. Notice 
that the typical worst case is 
,~X 1"" Xn' M1 M2. 
EXERCISE. Design a new abstraction algorithm which divides the 
case (iii) into three subcases, according to whether x occurs in A only, B 
only, or both. For the first two cases use the combinators C, B, which have 
the following definitions: 
(C) Cxyz = (xz) y 
(B) Bxyz = x(yz). 
Show that the obtained algorithm has a worst case cubic complexity 
(hint: take as worst case the same expression as in the preceding exercise, 
supposing that xl ..... xn appear all in M1 and all in M2). 
EXERCISE. The reader will have noticed that the trick in the previous 
exercise does not prevent he explosion quoted above. We introduce three 
new combinators S', C', and B' with the following defining equations: 
(S') S'txyz = t(xz)(yz) 
(C') C'txyz = t(xz) y 
(B') B'txyz = tx(yz). 
Find a modified abstraction algorithm using these combinators, uch that 
the space complexity becomes quadratic. 
We shall introduce the combinator strings (which are actually an elegant 
rephrasing of the optimization in the last exercise, see exercise below) in a 
more detailed way, since they preserve the structure of the compiled 
expressions just as the categorical translation does. Our notation is slightly 
different from the one in Kennaway and Sleep (1982). The idea is to 
introduce infinitely many combinators, which are strings decorating 
application odes, and which indicate how the variables are distributed in 
an expression (the exercises above have suggested how useful it is to detect 
where abstracted variables appear in an expression). There are four charac- 
ters, or directors, corresponding to the four possible cases: 
#:  there is no occurrence of the variable 
^ : the variable appears, on both sides if the expression is an 
application 
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/: the expression is an application, and the variable appears only on 
the left 
\: the expression is an application, and the variable appears only on 
the right. 
Now, when compiling multiple abstractions such as 2xy. yx above, these 
characters are catenated to form strings. Here is the syntax of the modified 
combinatory logic (the only constant is now I: S, K are incorporated in 
director strings), where u is a word built on the alphabet { #, , / ,  \}: 
I-x, u] is an expression 
[I, u] is an expression 
[AB, u] is an expression, if A, B are expressions. 
One writes simply [AB, e] = AB. The computation rules are as follows: 
I-x, # u] C= Ix, u-I 
[/, # u] C= [-L u] 
EAB, #u] C= lAB, u] 
U, ~u] c= [c, u] 
EAB, ~u] C= [ (AC)(BC), u] 
[A,,/u] C = F(AC) , ,  u] 
lAB, \u] C= [A(BC), u]. 
Now the compilation rules are as follows: 
Ex]. Ex, u] = E/, "u] 
Ex].Ey, u] = Ey, #u]  
Ex].[/, u] = [/, #u]  
Ix]. lAB, u] = lAB, # u] i fx does appear neither in A, neither in B 
[x].[AB, u] = [([x].A)([x].B), ~u] ifx appears in both A and B 
Ix]. lAB, u] = [([x] .A) B,/u] i fx appears in A, but not in B 
Ix]. lAB, u] = [A([x].B), \u] i fx appears in B, but not in A. 
Hence the structure of the initial expression is preserved. The coding of 
variables is very similar to the De Bruijn's notation. The difference is that 
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abstractions have disappeared and are replaced by strings attached to 
application odes, which indicate where to transmit he arguments. 
As an example we compile the expression 
M= (2x.(2z.zx) y)((2t.t) z). 
We have 
[z].zx = [([z].z)  x , / ]  = [EL A] x , / ]  
[x] . ( ( [ [ / ,  ^ ] x,/]) y)= [ ( [x] . [ [ I ,  A] x,/]) y,/] 
= [[ [ I ,  A]([x].x), \ ]  Y,/] 
= [[U,  qU,  q, \ ]  y,/], 
so that the compilation of the whole expression is
[ [ [ I ,  q [ l ,  ^], \ ]  y , / ] ( [ l ,  q z). 
The reader should draw a tree for this expression and compare it to the 
tree of the corresponding De Bruijn's expression. Now we execute the code 
(in a leftmost-outermost way): 
[ [ [ I ,  ^][I,  ^ ], \ ]  y , / ] (U ,  q z) 
--' ( [ [ I ,  qU ,  ^], \ ] (U ,  q ~)) y 
-+ ([I, ^]([I, q ( [ l ,  q ~))) y 
--, ([I, ^]([I, q z)) y 
--> (U, ^] z) y 
---~zy. 
The categorical translation which we propose, as well as the translation 
into combinator strings, may be considered as linear if one does not take 
care of the place needed to store arbitrary integers and arbitrary strings, 
respectively. If one assumes that storing n takes log n places in memory, 
then the worst case complexity of both translations i n(log n). 
Summarizing our short digression into classical combinatory logic, the 
categorical translation is as efficient as the best known translation into 
classical combinators. Moreover the strong rules of categorical com- 
binatory logic are simple whereas Curry axioms are untractable. Strong 
rules are important, because they often give rise to compile time 
optimizations, as shown in Cousineau, Curien, and Mauny (1985). 
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4. TYPES AND CARTESIAN CLOSED CATEGORIES 
In this section we introduce type constraints into the 2c-calculus and the 
categorical combinatory logic. We show that the equivalence theorem of 
Section 2 goes through these constraints. Then we establish a correspon- 
dence between the typed categorical combinatory logic and the free Car- 
tesian closed category, the models of which are the Cartesian closed 
categories with objects freely constructed by product and exponential from 
a set of basic objects. Roughly the applying and coupling operators, which 
need to be considered as primitive in the typed categorical combinatory 
logic, are coded with the terminal object in the free Cartesian closed 
category, and vice versa. The point is that categories know only about 
arrows, not about elements of objects. To handle those elements the trick is 
to consider arrows from the terminal object to the concerned object. Then 
applying and coupling are nothing but "degenerate" cases of composition, 
pairing, where one, two arrows start from the terminal object. 
The following example may help to understand what is going on. Sup- 
pose we want to code integers in the setting of Cartesian closed categories. 
We suppose that there exists an object t representing the integers, and 
integers are then arrows from the terminal object 1 to 1. Now a first 
question arises. Is the function succ to be considered as an arrow from t to t 
or as an arrow from 1 to the exponential t~  t? The second choice is con- 
sistent with the coding of integers, while the first choice is more suited for 
coding the application of succ to, say, 2: one just needs to compose the 
arrows: 
The two choices are equivalent by a well-known isomorphism associating 
with any arrow f from, say, A to B an "element" of A ~ B, i.e., an arrow 
from l to A => B, called the name o f f  (this isomorphism will be recalled 
formally below). 
So let us take the first choice and see if it resists to a more involved 
example. Suppose that plus is given as a curried function, so that it is coded 
by an arrow from t to t ~ t. How shall we code plus 2 3? Composing plus 
with 2 yields an arrow from 1 to t~ t, thus forcing the second choice for 
the coding of the function plus 2. In order to be able to apply plus 2 to 3 we 
need to transform plus 2 by the isomorphism mentioned above, which we 
denote by , so that the following somewhat unnatural coding is obtained 
finally: 
(plus o 2) - o 3. 
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The point is that mathematicians do not care much about canonical 
isomorphisms, while computers have to cope with them explicitly. This 
short discussion should justify our introduction of typed categorical com- 
binatory logic, which arises naturally from Section 2, and where such pain- 
ful codings are avoided. The price to pay is that the unique equation for 
the terminal object (Ter, see below) has to be replaced by the whole set of 
weak rules (and Quote). But we have seen how interesting these rules are 
for implementation purposes. 
The results of the section are applied to the decidability problem for the 
equational equality in the free Cartesian closed category. 
Introducing Type Constraints 
We define the typed 2c-calculus and the typed categorical combinatory 
logic, and give a typed version of last section's equivalence theorem. 
4.1. DEFINITION. The K-typed ).-calculus 2cK and the K-typed 
categorieal combinatory logic CCL~ are defined as follows: K is a set of 
basic types; each term has a type, which is a term of T×,~(K), and if M has 
the type or, we write M ~ or M: a. We agree that × has precedence over ~,  
and we write 
G1 x ~2. . .  x . .  = ( . . . (~1 x .2 ) . . .  x an). 
The structure of terms is as follows: For 2cK: 
if x is a variable and ~r is a type, then x: a 
if M: a :* T and N: ~r, then MN: z 
if x: a and M: z, then ;tx.M: a=>z 
if M: a and N: z, then (M, N): a x 
if M: o- × z, then fst(M): a 
if M: a × ~, then snd(M): ~. 
For CCL~ : 
if x is a variable and a is a type then x: a 
if A :a2~a3 and B :~I~a2 then AoB:  o'1 =~o" 3
Id: ~ 
if A: a~r l  and B: a~v2 then {A, B>:~r~ ix  % 
Fst: a x ~ => ~ (we shall often write Fst ~'~) 
Snd: ~r x r ~ v (we shall often write Snd ~'~) 
if A: cr 1 x ~2 ~ ~3 then A(A): ~l ~ (a2 ~ or3) 
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App: (a => ~)x cr=>v (we shall often write App "'~) 
if A: a~v and B: a then AB: z 
if A: a and B: ~ then (A, B): axr .  
Hence CCLK is an algebra of first order terms. 
Let flqSPK and AAK be the typed versions of the theories fl~ISP and 
CCLflqSP + CCL - id - dA + Quote - Quote3 of Section 2, now written as 
(we keep the same names for the equations, and types are only specified at 
the first occurrence of a variable or a subterm) 
[3rlSP K : 
(~) 
(,7) 
(fst) 
(snd) 
(sP) 
AAK: 
(Ass) 
(IdL) 
(IdR) 
(Vst) 
(Snd) 
(DPair) 
(Beta) 
(DA) 
(AI) 
(FSI) 
(ass) 
(fst) 
(snd) 
(dpair) 
(app) 
(Quotel)  
(Quote2) 
(2x~.M ~) N ~ = M[x  *-- N] 
2x ~. M ~ ~ "x = M if x q} FV(M) 
fst(M °, N ~) = M 
snd(M' ,  N ~) = N 
(fst(M °× *), snd(M)) = M. 
(X  O-3 :=~ O-40 y O-2 ==~ O-3) O Z °-1 = 0.2 = X o (y  o Z)  
I d~oxa~ =x ~ 
x~oId~=x 
Fstq,~2o (x~q,  yO~2)  =x  
Sndq,~2 o(xa~q,  ya~*2) ___ y 
<x~q,  y~2> oz~-~ = <xoz, yoz> 
App-2.., o <A(x.,× .2-. , ) ,  y.l-~2> = xo <Id ~* ~ ' ,  y> 
A(x~,×.2-~3) o y~-~t = A(xo <yo Fsff '% Sn&'°2))  
A(App.,~) = id(~ ~ ~)~ (. ~ el 
(Fst  ~'~, Snd~'~ } = Id . . . . . . .  
(x "~ "~o y~'~ ' )  z ~ = x(yz) 
FsW,.2(x% y.2) = x 
Snd'~.'~(x% y~)  = y 
(x  ~'~', y~- '~)  z" = (xz, yz) 
App"*(x ~ ~, y ' )  = xy 
A(FstO,-2) x ~ o y-, =o2 = A(FsU,O~) x 
AppO2,o3 o(x~= (~2 ~-3) o A(FstO,o~) y~, zO~ ~ ~2 ) = xy o z. 
Some of these equations must be applied with caution. For instance, we 
can only replace Id by A(App), (Fst,  Snd)  if Id is of type (0-=*~)=* 
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(o- ~ z), o- x z ~ a x z respectively; to replace a subterm A by Fst o (A, B)  
we need to check A: ~ ~ Zl and B: o- ~ z2 with the same a. In contrast one 
can safely replace A(App) or (Fst, Snd), since the typing required in the 
equations AI and FSI is the most general type for the left members of the 
untyped concerned equations. 
The point is that two types may be associated with the left or right mem- 
bers of the untyped equations: 
- - i t s  most general type in the typed calculus 
- - the  most general type it may have such that the equation may be 
applied, which is the less general among the most general types of both 
members. 
For the right member of AI, the two types are o- =~ a, (or I =~ a2) =~ (o-1 =~ o-2) 
respectively (for any tr, o-1, o-2). The equations concerned are t/, SP, IdL, 
IdR, Fst, Snd, AI, and FSI. 
We observe another important difference with Section 2: now applying 
and coupling are primitive. Indeed, the equations of Definition 2.13 cannot 
be typed satisfactorily: we want to define xy for any y: o- whereas the 
definition of xy involves y> which makes sense only for y: o-1 ~ °-2. 
We have chosen to allow a variable to have any type, whereas usually 
one considers a distinct set of variable names for each type. This is to allow 
a more natural translation between typed categorical combinatory logic 
and the free Cartesian closed category (see 4.8 below). We consider types 
as being explicitly given with the terms, rather than being inferred by 
suitable rules. Hence to be perfectly clear the formation rule for, say, the 
abstraction, should be read 
(2x~.M~) TM. 
Finally we note that the structural rules for building couples and abstrac- 
tions do not imply type constraints (in other words, they define total 
functions). 
One can verify easily that the typed versions of Quote3, id, and dA are 
consequences of AAK (cf. Proof of 2.14). 
The following breakdown of Quote2 will be useful. 
4.2. LEMMA. The system AAr  is equivalent o the system obtained by 
replacing Quote2 by the two following equations: 
(Quote2a) 
(QuOt%b) 
A(Fst~l = o2,~) x~l ~2 = A(x o Snd ~'~1) 
A(FstO2.O)(x~l~ 2y~,) =x o A(Fst °~'°) y. 
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Proof  First  we show Quote2:  
Appo (x~={°2~3)o  A(Fst )  y, z )  ~--Quote2a Appo (A(Fst)((xy)~Z=a3), z )
=Quot,2a App o (A (xy  o Snd),  z )  
~-Beta,Snd xy  o Z. 
Then Quote2~: 
(A(Fst )  x) ~ {'~ ~2)  =AI A(App "1'~2) ° A(Fst )  x 
=DA,Quot¢, A (App o (A(Fs t )  x, Snd>)  
= IdL,Quote2 A( Id  x o Snd)  =id A(x  o Snd). 
F inal ly  Quote2b 
A(Fst) (xy)  =ass (A(Fst )o  x) y = DZ,Vst A(x  o Fst)  y 
=Quote3 xo Fst  o (A (Fs t )  y, Id> =vst x o A(Fst )  y. 
Now we define the typed versions of the t rans lat ions DB, CCL and a.- 
4.3. DEFINITION. Let M:  a E 2eK, and Xo: ao ..... x , :  an be s.t. FV(M)~_ 
{Xo ..... x ,}.  We define MDUK/x0 ........ ) as in 2.15, with types as follows (a is any 
type): 
XDBK(x0 ....... ) = Snd . . . .  ' × ~,+1,~, o Fst  . . . .  ' × ~i,~-, o . . .  o Fst  ~ × ~°..- × ~1,~0 
The other cases are as in 2.15. One  has 
M~B~(x~O ...... 2): a × a , ' "  x go=> 
(ao,..., a , ,  ~ are determined by M, Xo,..., x ,  while a is any type). As in 2.18 
we define 
MccL,, = MDS,,t:,~o ~ ...... ,~°)(y~, X,~",..., X~ °) 
where y is different from all x~ and has the type a in MI~nK. 
Here is the typed vers ion of a.: 
X a - -  X a ,~CK - -  
I A ~  = ~X~.X  
~ 2C K 
Fst~ = ,~x ~ × ~. fst(x) 
Snd~5 ~= 2x ~ × ~. snd(x)  
A~ce ~ PP~.~ = 2xt~ ~ ~) x ~. fst(x) snd(x)  
643/69/1-3-15 
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(A ~2 = ~3 o B °~ ~ ~2)~ = 2x~,. 2x~. A x~(BxcKX ) 
(A ~ ~B~)z~ = A~ocKB~ 
{ A ~ ~, B~ ~2 > x~x = 2x~.(A ~x ,  B~Kx) 
(A °, B~)z~K = (Az~ K, Bz~K) 
A(A~ × °2~3)~K = 2x~y~2.Az~(x, y). 
Clearly M~cLx: z and A~z~K" ~" We suppose that x, y do not appear in A, B. 
One may also define a typed version of ~M~0 ....... (cf. exercises after 
2.17) by taking the most general types of the terms Substi: 
(7 X O' i . . .  X (7 0 X O'i ::::~ O" X O' i . . .  X O" 0. 
This provides ~M~x0 ....... with the type a x a , " "  x a0 =~ ~. However it must 
be noted that the two translations are not equivalent w.r.t, typing: for ~M~ 
we suppose that the set of variables of M are among the xi, while this con- 
dition relaxes to the set of free variables of M in the case of De Bruijn's 
translation. Hence by choosing appropriate x0,..., x,, MDB may have a 
more general type than IMp. 
A careful reading of the proofs of 2.17 and 2.20 allows us to state the 
typed version of the syntactic equivalence theorem (for (3) the checking of 
the equations of CCL and Quote, for (4) the cases of applying and coupling 
have to be added (details omitted)). 
4.4. THEOREM. 
holds: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
For any terms M, Ne2ci~, A, BsCCLr ,  the following 
MCCLx.ZcK = #PK M 
A )~cg, CCLK "-~- AAK A 
A =.~A~ B ::~ A~c ~ =~,se~ B~cK 
M = ,,spx N =~ MCCLx : AAX NCCLx" 
We point out that ~/ is no longer needed in (1), where flPK is the typed 
version of tiP (q was used only through 2.19). In fact the statement in 4.4 
should be more precise and should include explicit sets of types, as pointed 
out in (Goguen and Meseguer, 1982), or even using more elaborate deduc- 
tion systems allowing to extend first order equational reasoning to depen- 
dent types (Cartmell's (1978) generalized algebraic theories) or partial 
algebras (Obtutowicz, in press). For example, (1) should at least be 
restated as 
MccLr'~cr FV~M) #t 'Y"  
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But the important point is that the same variables are involved in 
corresponding proofs of equalities in both calculi (see the exercise after 5.2 
and the remark after 5.5). Corollaries 2.21 and 2.22 of the syntactic 
equivalence theorem also have their typed versions (details omitted). 
The Free Cartesian Closed Category 
In the rest of the section we establish the precise link between CCL~ and 
the Cartesian closed categories. We introduce a purely equational setting 
for the definition of categorical constructions. 
4.5. DEFINITION. Let K be a set of basic objects. The types are now 
couples written a--, ~ of terms a, r of T×.~(Ku {e}), where e, called ter- 
minal object, is different from all the elements of K. The elements of 
T×,~(Ku {e}) are the objects. The free Cartesian closed category CCCK is 
defined as follows: 
if x is a variable and a, r are objects then x: a --, ~ is a term 
if f :  aa ~ a3 and g: el ~ 6: then fo  g: al ~ 03 
Id: 0- ~0- 
i f f :a~r l  and g: 0" ~ zz then ( fg ) :0"~r tx% 
Fs t :axz~a 
Snd: a x z ~ z 
l :a -~e 
if f :  0"1 ×o2 ~a3 then A(f):  al ~ (a2~a3)  
App: (0- ~ ~) × 0- ~ ~. 
We use as above the notation Fst °'~, Snd ~'~, and App ~'~, and we also write 
Id ° for Id :a~0"  and 1 ~ for 1' 0"~e. CCCK is the set of equations 
CCLfltISP + Ter, where 
(Ter) 1 ~ = x ~ ~ ~, 
and a typed version of CCLfiqSP is meant (as in 4.2, but with some =~ 
replaced by ~ (details omitted)). 
Here typing is critical since Ter without types would reduce to: 
"everything equals 0." The difference to the Definition 4.1 is the absence of 
applying and coupling operators, and the presence of a family of constants 
1, the unique arrows to the terminal object. 
Now we establish the equivalence of CCLK, AA~ and CCCK, CCCK. 
First we have to connect he types of both theories. We shall use the well- 
known isomorphism between A ~ B and 1 ~ (A ~ B) in a Cartesian closed 
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category (A, B are any objects, 1 is the terminal object), which is as follows 
(we represent 1 by e to stress the syntactic nature of objects in our setting): 
(x  ° + ~) + = A(x  o Snd "'°) 
(x . . . . .  ) -  = App"¢ o (xo  1 ~,  Id°) .  
One proves easily the following equations: 
( (x~*)+)  - =ccc , ,X  and ((x . . . . . .  ) - )+  - - -  CCCK X .  
4.6. DEFINITION. With every object 0. we associate 
o*E rx,~(K),o {~} 
. : 0 -~o*  eCCCK 
a+:  0-* -* 0.E CCCK 
defined by (+ ' -  concern objects, not terms as above): 
- -0 .*  =0., 0.+ =0. -  = Id  ° if 0.eKu  {g}. 
For the product we proceed by cases: 
(0., × G2)* = . *  × 0.* 
(0.1 x o2) + = (,~- oFst, 0.3 oSnd)  
(0" 1 X 0"2)-- = (0"1  o Fst, a2  o Snd)  
(0.1X 0"2)* = O'1* 
(0.1 x 0.2) + = ( Id,  0.3° 1 "' ) o0.i~ 
(0"1 x 0"2)- = 0.1 o Fst 
- -  o* = 5, 0"* ¢ a: symmetric: 
" t ,  0"*=5 
( .~  x 0.~)*  = ~: 
(0.1 X "2)  + = <"~,  "21 ) 
(al x "2) -  = 1. 
Now the exponential: 
a~' #5:  
(", ~ "2)* = " t  ~ "g' 
(al :~ a2) + = A( .~ o App o (Fst,  ai- ° Snd ))  
(a l  ~ a2) -  = A( . ;  o App o (Fst, ai ~ o Snd ) ) 
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- -o ' ?  =~, o-* #~:  
(al  ~ a2) + = A(Fst )  o a f  
(ax ~ a2) -  = a~- o App o ( Id ,  a~- o 1 ~ ~)  
(0"1 ~ G2)*  = ~ 
(al ~a2)  + =A(a fo  1 ~×~') 
(al ~ ~2)-  = 1. 
We have omitted many types, and shall do so in the sequel, a* can be 
viewed as a canonical representative of a, when identifying a × e, e x (r, 
e ~ a with a, and a ~ ~ with e. This is justified by the following lemma: 
4.7. LEMMA. For any ae  T×,=(K~ {e}) the following holds: 
a +oa-=ccc~I& and a-oa  +--cccxld~*. 
Proof. By induction on a, and by cases as in the definition, 
(a~ oFst, a f  oSnd)o  <a loFs t ,  a~ oSnd)  
= ( a ~- o a ~ o Fst, a2~o %- o Snd)  =i~d (Fst ,  Snd)  = Id 
( Id ,  a f  o 1 ~ ) oo'~- oa i- o Fs ta l  x a2 = ind ,Te  r (Fs t ,  a fo  I a lxa2  ) 
=Ver (Fs t ,  a f  o 1~:o Snd ~x×o2) 
~- ind (Fs t ,  Snd ) = Id 
a?  o Fs t  o ( Id ,  af  o 1 ) o a~- = ~U ° a (  =ind Id 
(a~,  a~- )o  1~'×~2= (a (o  l~oFst ,  a2 ~ o l °2oSnd)  
=i,d (Fs t ,  Snd)  = Id 
10 ( (O ' l - )  ~-GI , a~- ) = 1~ = I&. 
Let A = a~- o App o (Fs t ,  a?  o Snd)  
A(a f  oAppo (Fst ,  a I o Snd) )o  A(A) 
= A(a[o  App o (A (A)  o Fst, a?  o Snd) )  
= A(a f  o a~ o Appo (Fst ,  a i  ~ o Snd)o  (Fs t ,  a 1- o Snd) )  
=ind A(App o (Fs t ,  o- 7 o o-f o Snd ) )  =ind Id 
A(Fs t )oa f  oa 2 oAppo ( Id ,  a + o 1)  
=ind A(App o ( Id ,  cri ~ o 1 ) o Fst)  
= A(App o Id )= Id (as in the second case) 
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a 2- oAppo ( Id,  a~-o 1)oA(Fst )oa~-  =a~oAppo (A(Fst),  a~o 1)oa~- 
= a~- o Fst o ( Id  .... ) o a~-  ~--~ind Id 
A(a f  o 1 ~× ~)o 1 ~' '~2= A(a f  o 1 (~' ~2)× ~)= A(a~ o 1°2o App)=~nd Id 
l oA(a~-o 1 )= 1L 
Now we define the translations between CCL  K and CCCK. A good key 
to understand them is to think, in a category with terminal object 1, of 
arrows in 1 ~ A as elements of the object A, and arrows f in A --+ B as 
mapping an arrow x in 1 ~ A to the arrow fox  in 1 ~ B. 
4.8. DEFINITION. With any term A: a of CCL~ we associate a term 
Acccx: e ~ a of CCCK defined as follows: 
X a - -X  s~a 
CCCK - -  
AcccK = A +, if A = Id, Fst, Snd, App 
(A o B)ccc K = (Acccx o Bcccx )+ 
(A, B )ccc  x = (Acccx ,  Bcccx ) + 
A(A)~,  = A(A~¢¢~) +
(AB)ccc K = Acccx o BcccK 
(A, B)cccK= <Accc~, Bccc~)- 
Conversely with any term f :  a ~ r of CCC~ s.t. (a ~ z)*:~ e (i.e., ~* C e), 
we associate a term fccL / (a~r )*  of CCLK defined by 
Xa ~ ~: _ X (a=~z)  * CCLK - -  
Id~cLK = I&*"  ~* 
Fst~'~L x = Fsff *'~* if z* ~ ~, 
Symmetrically for Snd, 
Id "* ~*  if z* = e. 
A . . . . . .  App ~*'~* if a* pI.3cCLK -- ~ ~, 
(fo2~ ~3o g~,~ ~2)CCL x=fCCL o gCCLK 
= fCCLx gCCLr 
= A(FsCL~f) fCCL~ 
f CCLK 
Id **- ~* if a* = e 
if a* ,  a*  ~ 
if a*=~,a*¢~ 
if al* VL~,a*=~ 
if a*, a* = 
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( f~q,  ga~2>CCLx = (fCCLx, gCCLx> if a*, z~', v~' ¢ 
= (fCCLK, gCCLK) if tT* = g, ~*, T* -¢ e 
=fCCLx if ~ '  :Ae, z~=e 
----- gCCLK if Z* = e, ~* 4= e 
)CCLK - -  A(fccL~) if a*,  iT* -~ e 
=fCCLx if a*=e or cr*=e. 
Now we may state the equivalence theorem. 
4.9. THEOREM. For all terms A, B of CCLK and f g 
appropriate types, the following holds: 
(1) A =aA~ B ~ Acccx =cccx Bcccx 
(2) f~+*=ccc,~ g '~fCCLK=Aa~ gCCL~ if Z* Ce  
(3) ACCCx, CCLK=CCCK A 
(4) f ~C~*x, CCCx= AAK ~ ~--~(fEx0 ~ O" --+ T(Xo),..., X, *-- a --+ "t(X,)]) 
where V(f) = {Xo,..., x,} and a --, ,, a --+ z are defined by 
a - -+~( f~)=(~ o foa+)  + if a*¢e , ' c -o foa  + if a*=e 
~r- -+T(g~(~=~)*)=~+of  a if t r * :~e ,~+ofoa  - if a*=~.  
Proof First (1): ( (xoy)oz )ccc~=(x-  oy oz )+ = (xo(yoz) )cccK 
(Id o X)ccc~ = (Id o x -  ) + = (x - )  + = x. 
All the other equations are proved likewise, except app, Quot%,  and 
Quot% : 
(Xy)cccK = (x~(°~) )  - o y~ =d~f App o (xo  1, Id )  o y 
=Appo (xo  1 oy ~,  y )  
=Appo (xo  1 ~, y )  =Appo (xo ld  ~, y )  
= Appo (x,  y )= (App(x, Y))cccx. 
For Quote we first establish A(Fst°'~)ox~'~= (xo 1~)+: 
A(FsV ,~) o x~,~ = A(xo Fs f f " )= A(xo 1 ~'~) = A(xo 1~o Snd ~'~) = (xo 1~) + 
(A(FsV ,') x ~ o y~l= ~)ccc~ = ((A(Fsff'~) °x~ ~ ~) ° (Y - )'~ ~ ~) + 
= (xo l~o(y - )~,~)  + 
= (xo 1~') + =a~f (A(Fst ' '~)  X)ccc~ 
of  CCCK of  
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o- 1 ~ 0- 2 (Appo(xoA(Fs t )  y , z  )ccc~- (Appo(x -oyo l%(z - )~ l~2) )  + 
= (Appo (x -  oyo 1 ~2, Id )oz - )  + 
=def ( (X-  o y ) -  oZ- )  + = (XyoZ)CcC K. 
We prove (2): The equations of CCCx are checked by cases on the 
definition of CCL~- We omit the cases where the members of the equations 
have a type a--,  z with z*= e, since one can easily observe that the trans- 
lation of./: al --+ Zl does not depend on its possible subterms of type a --+ z 
where r* = e. For instance if 
f=f l  °f2 with f2 = Id~ox ~-+~, 
f '  = f lo  f~ with f~ = x ~ + ~, 
then by definition 
fCCLK = (A(Fst)(fl)CCLK or (fl)CCL~)=fCCLK 
(and likewise for f=  ( f l ,  fz ) ) .  For the same reason we need not check 
G 1 ~ ~r 2 Ter. We detail only Ass 'Set  ((x 0-3 ~)o (z ))CCL~= A: 
(0-~, 0"2* :3~ /~) A =def  (X o Y)CCL,~ o Z = B 
(0"2* ~ ~) n =def  (X o y) o z -'~Ass,def (X ° (y o Z))CCLx 
(0"* = e) B ~---def (A(Fst) x)o z = Quotel,def ( X° (Y° Z))CCLK 
(0"* = e, 0"* :~ e) A =def (X o Y)CCLxZ = B 
(0"2* ~;k/3) n ~-~def (X o y )  Z ~---ass,def (X o (y  o Z))CCL r 
(0"* = e) B =d~r (A(Fst) x) z ~"~- dA,fst X ~-def (X o (yoZ) )cCL  K 
(0-* ~ e, 0"2* = e) A =d~f A(Fst)((x o Y)cce~) = B 
(0"2* ~P e) B = aa A(Fst  )(xy) =Quote2 ,def( x° (Y ° Z))CCLK 
(0"* = e) B =a.r A(Fst )  x =Jot (x o (yo Z))ccL~ 
(0"?, 0"2* ~--- e) a =def  (X o Y)CCL~ = B 
(0"* g: e~) B =a~f xy =da (Xo (y o Z))CCLK 
(0"* = g) B =d*f X =clef (X o (y o Z))CCLK. 
For (3 we first establish for all a*, T* #e:  
(x ~ ~ ~)&I. ,  = ~,~,  Xc~,  
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whence we derive by (2) 
.x;ZLK = A(x 0 Snd",u)CCLK = (X 0 Snda,u)CCLK 
= x 0 S n d g L K = x 0 I d = x .  
Now (3) is easy to check: 
- X E - U  - 
X&CK,CCLK- C C L K - X ~  
Id;;c"KK,c,K = (Id")&LK = Id;cLK = Id. 
Likewise for Fst, Snd, and App 
Likewise for ( ) and A 
Likewise for ( ). Finally we prove (4)  by cases as (2). We detail only 
currying : 
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- -  (17' = ~., G* 5 ~ 13) A ~- UCCLK, CCCx =ind (0"3 ° f ' °  (0"1 X 0"2)+)+ 
=detA(a 3 of 'o  (a~- o 1 Snd'  , a~- oSnd) 
= A(0. 3 of 'o  (a~- o Fst, a~- o Snd))  
= (o'2 ~ 0.3) o A( f ' )o  0.~- (cf. case before). 
- -  (0.* # •, 0"* = g) A = fCCLK, CCCK = (a~- of 'o  (0.1X a2) + )+ 
We have to check (0.2 ~ 0.3)- ° A( f ' )  o a?  = 0.3 ° f ' °  (0.1 x a2)+: 
(0.2 ~ a3) ° A( f ' )o  0.i + = 0.3 ° app o (Id, a~o 1 )o a ( f ' )~  ai ~ 
=a~oAppo(A( f ' )oa  +, 0.3 °1)  
= 0"3 °fro (0"1 x a2) + 
- -  (a, ,  0"* = e) A = fCCLK,CCCK = 0"3 ° f ' °  (0"1 × a2) + 
=0"3 of f°  (0"+, 0";)  =a  3 o f 'o  (a~-, 0"f o 1 ~) 
= (a2 ~ 0"3) ° A ( f ' )o  0"? ; 
f ' ,  g' are abbreviations for the result of suitable substitutions on f, g. 
Application to a Known Decision Problem 
We end the section by pointing out that the two equivalence theorems of 
the section may be used to decide the equality in CCCl~ (and also in 
CCL~). Indeed the rewriting system obtained by orientating the equations 
of fltlSPK from left to right is confluent (cf. Pottinger, 1979) and 
noetherian. We refer to Lambek and Scott (1985) for a proof of that 
property, based on Tait's computability method. We simply note 
f '~ '~ =ccc,~ g '~ iff/CCLK =AAK gccLg iff fCCLl¢,2cl¢, =~rlSPK gCCLK,~cr 
using 
a -* z(a ~ z(x)) =ccc~ x and a ~ z (~(x) )  =ccc~ x. 
The very same kind of problem was solved in (Szabo, 1978), using cut 
elimination techniques. 
5. MODELS OF THE ,,].-CALCULUS 
Our syntactic equivalence theorems have semantic ounterparts, which 
guided the definition of 2-calculus models given in this section. Our 
definition corresponds to 2-algebras (Barendregt, 1984; Koymans, 1982; 
Meyer, 1982), but we are primarily interested in firISP rather than only ft. 
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Formal definitions of 2-calculus models were first dealt with extensively 
and compared in Hindley and Longo (1980). 
We shortly review equivalent definitions of models which have been 
given for/? only: functional and combinatory models (Meyer, 1982), and 
diverse categorical characterizations, similar to ours (Koymans, 1982, 
1984; Obtutowicz, 1982, in press; Longo and Moggi, 1984). 
An important observation is that the structures defined in the section are 
meaningful only when the underlying sets contain at least two elements. 
The Model Definition 
We formulate our model definition in a way which makes it very similar 
to the definition of models of equational presentations. We derive easily a 
semantic equivalence theorem from the syntactic equivalence theorem of 
Section 2. We briefly discuss an interesting congruence on terms induced 
by a model. 
5.1. DEFINITION. A /?qSP-model M of the 2c-calculus is a set [M[ 
together with a semantic function associating with any term M (modulo 
a-equivalence) and any environment p defined on FV(M)  (which will be 
always assumed implicitly) an element of [MI denoted by 
~M, p~ M or IM~ M P 
(the second notation is more common, but the first one is clearer for foun- 
dations). The semantic function is assumed to verify the four following 
axioms: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Ix, p l  M = p(x )  
M = ~,se N ~ IM, p~ M = IN, p~ M 
(Vx e FV(M) ,  p(x)= v(x) ) ~ ~M, P~M = WM, V~M 
~M[x  I +- N~ ,..., x ,  ",- N, ] ,  p~ M 
= IM, f l[Xl +-- IN1, P~M,'.., Xn ~ INn, fl~M]~M- 
Sometimes, for a closed term M, we shall write EM~, since the semantics 
does not depend on p by (2). 
One defines the/?t/P-models, the/?t/-models, the/?-models of 2e (or of 2 
in the two last cases) by replacing/?~ISP by/?r/P, fit/or/? in the condition 
(2). The /?-models of 2 will also be called 2-algebras, according to Baren- 
dregt (1984). When we shall state a property which is true of all these kinds 
of models, we shall simply talk of models without more precision. Here are 
two such properties. 
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A model M is called weakly extensional if for all terms M, N, any 
environment p:
(Vd~ IMI, ~M, p[x *- d]]]M= [[N, p[x',-- d]~M =a, ~_2x.M, p~ M 
= [[2x. N, aN M' 
One defines an application operation (dl, d2)~-+ (dld2)M by 
(dld2)M = Wxy, {x~-dl, y=d2}~M. 
A model M is called extensional if for all dl, d2 e I MI 
(Vd~ IMI, (dld)M=(d2d)M)~dl=d2. 
The weakly extensional 2-algebras are called 2-models. A homomorphism 
from a model M to a model N is a function f f rom IMI to INI s.t. 
VM, p, f([[M, pl] M) = ~M, f o p~ N" 
On the categorical side a model of CCL, CCLfiSP will be called a flqSP- 
monoid. 
Notice that our axioms are "copies" of properties holding in an 
equational theory, fir/SP-monoids are also considered in Lambek and Scott 
(1985), where they are called C-monoids. The definition above applies also 
to calculi with constants. If C is a constant, it has a value c = EC, p~ M in 
the model, independent of O by (3). The composition and identity deter- 
mine all the other operators in a flqSP-monoid: 
EXERCISE. Let M, M' be flqSP-monoids: show that a bijection t: [M[ 
IM'I is an isomorphism iff t is a morphism for the monoid structure of 
M, M' w.r.t, composition. (Hint: show that once the interpretation of the 
composition is given, there is only one possible interpretation for the other 
operators in a flr/SP-monoid (for Fst consider Fst o <Fst, Snd>,...).) 
Examples of models which are not weakly extensional are the model of 
sequential algorithms (Berry and Curien, 1982; Curien, 1985a), and the 
interior (i.e., the set of elements which are the meaning of some closed 
term) of, say, Scott's model Pro (Hindley and Longo, 1980). Pro is an 
example of a weakly extensional, but not extensional model (Scott, 1976). 
We first show how the translations from 2c to CCL and from CCL to 2e 
induce naturally/~r/SP-monoids from flr/SP-models of 2c, and flqSP-models 
of 2c from flqSP-monoids. # denotes the extension of an environment by 
initiality. 
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5.2. DEFINITION. 
any term of 2c): 
Let M be a flqSP-monoid. One defines Mxc by (M is 
IM,a~I = IMI 
JIM, Pl] M.~ = Pr~(MccL) " 
Let N be a/~r/SP-model of 2c. One defines Ncce by ( f  is any operator of 
CCL, with arity n): 
INccLI = INI 
fNccL(dl,-.., an) = ~f (x t , . . .  , Xn)ac, {Xl = dl, . . .  , Xn = dn}~N.  
To justify the definition, we have to show the following property, which 
we leave as an 
EXERCISE. Show that for any term MeAc s.t. FV(M)c_{Xo,. . . ,x,},  
there exists a term A e CCL s.t. V(A)~ {Xo,..., xn} and 
MCCL = ~se  A 
(Hint: show by ext that the property is equivalent to the one asserting the 
existence of a closed term B s.t. 
A n+ ~(MoB(x0 ........ )) = A(Fst) B; 
then use the first form for application, the second for abstraction in the 
induction steps). 
The next lemma states that the translation COL behaves well w.r.t, sub- 
stitutions. 
5.3. LEMMA. For all terms M, N1,..., N,  and variables xl ..... xn, the 
following holds: 
M[x  I ~ N 1,..., x ,  ~ N,]ccL 
=CCL~,ISe MCcL[Xl ~-- (N1)cCL ..... Xn +- (Nn)cCL]" 
Proof By induction on the structure of N. The case of the application 
results from the following property, easy to check: 
(Ml M2)ccL = CCLe.Se (M1)ccL (M2)ccL. 
Likewise for the couple and the projections. We are left with the abstrac- 
tion ,~y.M. We state the induction hypothesis in an appropriate way 
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(assuming FV(M[Xl  <-- X 1 ,..., x n ~ Xn]  ) c {v 1 ,-.., Vq} 
{X 1 ..... Xn, bl 1 ..... Up}): 
M[x l  ~ N1 ..... x ,  +" Nn]DB(y,v l ...... q) (z, Vq ..... Vl, y) 
=aa Mix1 ~ NI ..... Xn ~ Nn]CCL 
We write 
and FV( M) c_ 
=i.o  MCCL[Xl  ~ (NI)cCL ..... X. ~ (N . )cCL]  
=aa MDB(y,~I ......... ,,...,,p)(z, Up ..... Ul, (Nn)cc  L ..... (N1)cCL, y). 
MDB(y ,  xl,...,x,,ub...,Up) = A 
M[Xl  ~ N1,..., x ,  ,,-- N,]oB(y,~1 ...... ~) = B 
(z, Up ..... ul, (Nn)ccL ..... (Na)ccL) = C 
(z, vq,..., v l )=D.  
The induction hypothesis becomes 
A(C, y) =CCL~,SP B(D, y). 
Now we compute the two members of the desired equality (we omit the 
case where y is one of the x;'s: the argument is the same with the remaining 
Xi 'S):  
(2y.M[xl  ",-- N1 ,..., xn +-- Nn])ccL =~ef A(B)D 
(2y.m)ccL[Xl ~ (N1)ccr,..., x,  *-- (N,)ccL] =aa A(A) C. 
We are left to prove 
A(A ) C =CCL~SP A(B) D 
which by ext (cf. 2.25) results from 
A(A) Cy= A(C, Y) =i,d B(D, y )=A(B)  Dy. 
Now we can state the semantic equivalence theorem. 
5.4. SEMANTIC EQUIVALENCE THEOREM. - -For  any fltlSP-monoid M, 
M~c is a fltlSP-model, and M~c, CCL = M 
- -  For any fl~ISP-model N of 2e, NccL is a fltISP-monoid s.t. 
VA ~ CCL, P~CcL(A) = [Aac, P~N and NCCL,~_ e = N. 
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Proof For Mzc the conditions (1), (2), and (3) of 5.1 are trivial con- 
sequences of the definition of Mzc, while condition (4) results from the 
previous lemma and from the universal algebra property which has 
inspired (4). 
For NccL, the equality of the theorem is proved easily using (4), and as 
a consequence the equations of CCLfl~ISP are valid, using (2). Then we 
check NccL,~c = N, 
[M, p~ NccL,~c -- PNccL(MccL) -- ~MccL,;.~, P~ N = ~M, p~ N- 
Finally we check likewise M<ccL  = M, 
fMac,CcL(dl, ''', dn) -= ~f (x l , . . .  , Xn).Zc, {XI = d l , . . . ,  Xn = dn}~Ma~ 
= {X 1 = dl,... , x, = d .} I~ 1 (f(x,,..., X,)~,CCL)= fM(d, ..... d,). 
The theorem easily extends to an equivalence between the categories 
with models, homomorphisms as objects, arrows. The situation is exactly 
the same in the typed case, where the models are defined as follows: 
5.5. DEFINITION. A model M of the typed Gcalculus 2k is given by a 
family of sets M~ for all types a, and by a semantic function (M ~, p) 
[[34, p~ M e M ~ verifying the axioms of the Definition 5.1. The models of 
CCLK, AA K are called applicative algebras. 
The same proofs yield a typed version of the semantic equivalence 
theorem. We stress that this rather nice transfer is simplified by the 
property that essentially for all terms A, M, A~c, and Mcc L have the same 
variables as A, M, respectively (cf. the exercise after 5.2 and the remark 
after 4.4.). 
Now we come back to the model definition. The next lemma allows us to 
connect Definition 5.1 to more usual ones (Hindley and Longo, 1980; 
Barendregt, 1984; Koymans, 1984). 
5.6. LEMMA. The following axiom 
(4') There are operations (dl, d2)~-* (dld2)M, (di, d2)~-+ (dl, dz)M, 
d~-+ fstM(d), and d~-+ SndM(d) s.t. 
~MN, P~M = (~M, P~M ~N, PT]M)M 
(~2x.M, P~M d)M = ~i ,  p[x ~- dieM 
~(M, N), P~M = (~M, P~M, ~-N, P~M)M 
~fst(M), P~M = fStM(~M, PIM) 
~snd(M), p~ M = SndM([[M, P~ M) 
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may replace the axiom (4) of 5.1. It may also replace the axiom (2) of 5.1 in 
the case of 2-algebras (throwing the equalities for the products and the pro- 
jections in (4')). 
Proof First we start from Definition 5.1. One defines the operations by 
(did2) M = ~xy, {x=d, ,  y= d2}~M 
(d,, d2)M = Y(x, y), {x= dl, y=d2} M 
fstM(d) = [fst(x), {x = d}~M 
sndM(d) = [[snd(x), {x = d}~ M. 
We prove the equations in (4'): 
[MN, P~M = [(xy)[x ~-- M, y *- N], P~M 
= [xy, {X = IM, P~M, Y = IN, P~M}~M 
= (WM, P]]M ~N, P~M)M" 
Likewise for the couple and the two projections. 
(W2x.M, P~M d)M = (W2x.M, P~M IX, {x=d}~M)M 
= (I2x. M, pEx ~ d]~M [IX, p[x +-- d]~M)M 
= [[(2x.m) x, p[x ~ d]~M = ~m, p[x ~ d]~M. 
Reciprocally we prove the substitution property, first with n = 1, 
IM[x +-- N], P~M = I(2x.M) N, P~M = (W2x. M, P~M WN, P~M)M 
= IM, p[x ~ [FN, P~M]]]M. 
A rephrasing of this argument shows the last assertion of the statement. 
For the extension to any n, we use the fact that simultaneous substitutions 
may be simulated by successive substitutions; we only check the case n = 2, 
M[xl ~ Nl, X2 ~ N2] = A[z ~ x2] where A = B[x2 ~- N2] 
where 
B= M[xl ~ N~[xz ~ z]] (supposing zq~ FV(M) u FV(N~)u FV(N2)). 
We reduce 
Im[x~-N~,x2* -Nz] ,p~ to IA, p~ where pl=p[z+--p(x2)] 
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Pz= Pl[Xl +-- EN2, PI~] = p[z ~ p(x2), x2 ~ ~N2, p~]. 
Finally we obtain IM, P3~, where P3 = Pz[Xl  +-- [-Nl[X2 ~-- z] ,  P2~ ]. We 
compute ~Nl[x2 ~ z], P2~ = ~N1, P4~, where 
P4 = p2[X2 ~-- P2(Z)3 ~" p2[X2 ~" p(X2)] = p[z  ~ p(x2) ]. 
Finally using z ¢-FV(N1) ENI Ix2 ~ z ], P2~ = ~N1, P~ and using z ~ FV(M) 
~M[xl ~- NI, x2 *-- N2], p~ = EM, p[Xl +-- ~NI, p~,..., x2 ~- ~N2, p~]~. 
In Definition 5.1 the semantics is a value relative to a term and an 
environment, whereas Section 2 implicitly suggests that we could associate 
in a value with a term only, setting 
~M~ M = (MDB)MccL" 
But this can also be done directly from our model definition. 
5.7. LEMMA. Let M be a model, M, N two terms, Xo ..... Xm, YO ..... y, tWO 
sequences of variables .t. FV(M) u FV(N) c_ {Xo,..., Xm} n {Yo,"-, Yn}" 
For all environments v, p the following holds: 
iff 
~Xm. . .  X O. M~ v~ M = ~2Xm"" XO" N, ]~ M 
~2y,... Yo. M, p~ M = ~2yn... Y0" N, p~ M" 
Proof We only have to check the property in two situations: 
--n>>.m and Vi<~m, xi= yi: Let P=2zy, . . .  y,~+l.z. One has 
)Lyn.. yo.M= P(2xm...xo.M ) and 2yn.. yo.N= P()bXm...xo.N) 
(we use that FV(M) • FV(N) ~_ {Xo,..., Xm }), and 
)LXm..Xo.M = (2yn... yo.M) Y, '"  Ym+ I
and 
2Xm...xo.N= (2yn...yo.N) Yn..'Ym+ 1. 
We conclude by 5.6 
- -  n = m and Vi ~< n, xi = Y~(o, where a is a permutation: we proceed as 
above, using P = 2zxn...Xo.ZX~...Xo~o). 
643/69/1-3-16 
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Hence we may safely write 
WM~M = ~N]M iff (Vp, [2Xm...xo.m, P~M = ~2x,,...Xo.N, P~r~) 
if FV(M)uFV(N)c_ {x o ..... Xm} (for any p). 
EXERCISE. If M is a fl~lSP-model of 2c, then the following holds: 
WM~ M = [ i~  M ~ (MDB(x0 ....... ))UccL = (NI)B(xo . . . . . . .  ))MccL" 
The next proposition states that the equivalence just defined above is a 
congruence. First we introduce the useful context notation. 
5.8. D~FINITION. The contexts  are functions from 2 to 2, denoted by 
C[ ] = M ~ CEM] and defined as follows: 
- -  the identity M ~ M, and for all term N, the constants M ~-~ N are 
contexts 
- - i f  C~[ ] and C2[ ] are contexts, then the function M~-.CI[M] 
C2[M], denoted by C~[ ] C2[ ], is a context 
- - i f  C[ ] is a context and x a variable, then the function 
M~Xx.C[M], denoted by 2x.C[ ], is a context. 
The interest of the context notation w.r.t, substitution is that no care is 
taken for free variable captures; compare 
(2y.x)[x~ y] and C[y] where C[ ]=M~-.)ty.M. 
5.9. PROPOSITION. Let M be a model The following implication is true 
for all terms M, N and any context C[ ]: 
~M~M = ~N~M ~ WCEM]]]M = [[CEN]~ M. 
Proof By induction on the context. The basic cases are evident. Let 
Xo ..... x,  be s.t. FV(C[M])uFV(C[N])c_ {Xo ..... x,}: 
- -C [  ]=C1[  ] C2[ ]. Let P=2yzx,...Xo.(yx,...Xo)(ZX,...Xo). We 
conclude as in the previous lemma by remarking 
,tx,... Xo. c [  ] = P(,tx,...  Xo. c~ [ J )(~x,... Xo. c2 [ 3) 
- -  C[ ] = 2x. C1 [ ]. Evident since 
,~x,...xo.C[ J=,tx,...XoX.Cl[ ]
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and 
FV(C:[M]) ~ FV(CI[N]) ~ {x, Xo,..., xn}. 
Remark. The model definition induces another equivalence between 
terms, namely: M and N are equivalent iff for all p JIM, p~ M = IN, p~ M" AS 
Meyer (1982) points out, this is not a congruence in general. The weak 
extensionality condition ensures that both equivalences coincide, and hence 
that the last one is a congruence (see Barendregt, 1984; Koymans, 1984, for 
an example of a ,:-algebra which is not a k-model). It is also easily checked 
that the axioms (2) and (4) may be replaced by the only axiom (4') of 5.6, 
in the presence of weak extensionality. Finally a k-algebra is extensional iff 
it is a weakly extensional C/q-model. 
We end the section with a short account of known characterizations of 
k-algebras and k-models. First we discuss combinatory models and 
functional models which are simple and elegant ways of defining k-models. 
Then we turn our attention to categorical characterizations of k-algebras 
and ).-models. Koymans has essentially the same constructions as in Sec- 
tions 2 and 4, except hat they cannot be made purely syntactic: k-algebras 
are characterized either as models of categorical combinatory logic or as 
Cartesian closed categories with a universal object which is retract of its 
function space. Obtutowicz uses the idea, clearly from Section 2, that less 
than Cartesian closure is needed to characterize k-algebras. Finally Longo 
and Moggi relax Obtutowicz's tructures to get the equivalence with com- 
binatory algebras, nicely connecting their axioms with the recursion 
theoretic notion 0f Goedel numbering. We begin with functional and com- 
binatory models. 
Functional and Combinatory Models 
The syntactic equivalence with classical combinatory logic discussed in 
Section 3 induces that ).-algebras are models of CLC/, or models of the 
axiom systems we have listed including wext or its variant with e. But what 
do we mean by saying that M satisfies wext? If we impose 
VdG M, (d: d)M = (dxd)M =~ ed 1 = ~d 2 
this is too strong a requirement, since the conclusion is inferred from a 
semantic equality, which is looser than an equality which has been proved 
by the axioms. Hence to keep at the k-algebra level, we have to mean as a 
model of the axiom systems involving wext or its variant the models 
satisfying all the equations derivable from the axiom systems. On the other 
hand, the requirement above lifts us at the level of 2- models, and leads us 
to the notion of combinatory model. A third, equivalent, definition is 
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provided by functional models and stands somehow in between. We begin 
with functional models. 
5.10. DEFINITION. A functional model is given by a set D, a set [D ~ D]  
of functions from D to D and two functions 
(o:[D-*D]~-*D and t~:D~--*[D~D] 
and s.t. the construction of the following function (M, p )~ ~M, p']TD is 
possible: 
~x, p] = p(x) 
EMN, p~ = ~(~M, p~)(~N, p~) 
[f2x.M, p~ = ~o(d~ ~M, pEx ~ d]~) 
i.e.,s.t. 
VM, p, (d~-~ M, p[x ~ d]~ ) ~ [D ~ D]. 
One can show easily that this yields a 2-model (intuitively the weak 
extensionality is due to the fact that semantic values are functions). 
Reciprocally one associates a functional model with a 2-model M in the 
following way. Let 
D=IM[  
[D~D]  = {do~ (ddo)M[d~ JMJ} 
q~(f) = ~2x.yx, {y= d}]] /f dis s . t . f=  $(d) 
~,(d) = do ~-~ (ddo)M. 
Elementary computations show that ~p is well defined, that the construction 
yields a functional model, and that it has the previous construction as 
inverse. The correspondence is extended to the extensional case by adding 
the condition ~0 o ~ = Id. 
Here is the second definition. 
5.11. DEFINITION. A combinatory model is a model M of the following 
one-sorted equational presentation, satisfying additionnally a first-order 
implication: 
- -  the operators are S, K, e of arity 0, and the application of arity 2 
- - the  equations are 
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Sxyz = (xz)(yz)  
Kxy = x 
exy = xy 
- - the  implication is, for all d l ,  d 2 in [M I, 
(¥d~ ]MI, (d,d)M = (d2d)M)=~ (gdl)M = (gd2) M • 
gd may be viewed as a canonical representative for d w.r.t, the 
equivalence defined by d l "d2  iff (Vd, (d ld)M=(d2d)M).  With a com- 
binatory model we associate a functional model as follows: 
D=IMI  
[O ~h]  = {do~ (ddo)M[de IMI} 
qg(f) = ~d if f = $(d) 
~b(d) = d o ~ (ddo)M. 
Reciprocally we associate a combinatory model M c with a 2-model M: 
IMcl = IMI 
sMc = ~)`xyz.(xz)(yz), p~ M 
KMc = ~)`xy. x, p~ M 
/~Mc = ~)`xy.xy, P~M" 
The two constructions are not totally inverse: 
- - I f  M is a ).-model, if M c is the associated combinatory model, if 
Mc, F is the functional model associated with Mc, then the 2-model 
associated with MC, F coincides with M. 
- -  If N is a combinatory model, if M is the ).-model obtained from the 
functional model associated with N, then M c is the combinatory model N s 
built from N as follows: 
INs[ = IN[ and the application in Ns is that of N 
KNs = (e2K)N 
SNs = (e3 S)N 
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where e2, e3 are as follows: 
e 2 = (Be)(Be), e3 = (Be)(Be2) where B = S(KS) K. 
The properties above arise from the proof naturally (cf. Sect. 3). They lead 
to the following definition (Meyer, 1982). 
5.12. DEFINITION. A combinatory model is called stable if it satisfies the 
three following equations, where e2, e3 are as above: 
K= ~,2 K 
S=~3S. 
It is easily checked that for any 2-model M, M c is a stable combinatory 
model; moreover the chain of constructions starting from a stable com- 
binatory model yields the same combinatory model back, whence we may 
deduce that in a stable combinatory model e determines S, K; i.e., once the 
interpretation f the application and of ~ is given, there is only one possible 
choice for the meanings of S, K (notice that the construction ofa functional 
model from a combinatory model does not depend on the interpretation f 
S, K). But also S, K determine ,as follows easily from the following exer- 
cise, which completes the connection with Section 3. 
EXERCISE. Let M be a combinatory model. Show for all M, p 
IM, p~ = pr~(McL) 
where the semantic function E ~ & taken in the 2-model built as above 
from M. 
Semantic Categorical Constructions 
Following suggestions of Scott (1980), Koymans (1982, 1984) has 
characterized the 2-algebras by categorical constructions which are quite 
similar to those presented here, except hat they are (and indeed need to 
be) expressed in a semantic rather than syntactic setting. Koymans 
establishes triangular relations between three calculi: 
- -The 2-calculus with fi-reduction only. 
- -The  pure categorical combinatory endowed with various 
weakenings of CCL[3qSP. Models of these theories are called Cartesian 
closed monoids. 
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- -  A free Cartesian closed category whose objects are generated from a 
unique object U, retract of U=,-U, which is axiomatized by introducing 
two operators q): (U~ U)~ U and ~b: U~(U~ U) s.t. 0oq~--Id. This 
induces that every object is retract of U, hence U x U in particular. 
Variants of the calculus arise from considering this retraction explicitly, 
and even canonically. Models of these calculi are called categorical 
2-algebras. 
Koymans grafts a semantic hain on this triangle: 
- -Wi th  a 2-algebra he associates a Cartesian closed monoid in a way 
which looks very much like the translation in 2.22 from CCL to 2e, com- 
posed with the translation from 2e to 2 defined in 2.7. Remember that t/ 
was needed to prove by equational deductions that the identity is a neutral 
element. The solution of Koymans is to restrict the models to the points 
"verifying" r/. 
- -Wi th  a Cartesian closed monoid we associate a categorical 
2-algebra, using a construction due in its full generality to Karoubi (1978), 
adapted to 2-calculus by Scott (1980). Objects are idempotents for com- 
position, and arrows d from, say, a to b are s.t. d = b o do a. 
- -Wi th  a categorical 2-algebra we associate a 2-algebra, the definition 
of which involves a De Bruijn-like translation in which constants q~, 0 are 
incorporated at appropriate places. That the /~-rule is simulated may be 
proved as in 2.17. 
These constructions yield equivalences of categories of models. Moreover 
the categorical counterpart of weak extensionality is the property of having 
enough points, i.e., for any objects A, B and arrows f, g: A --* B, then 
f = g ifffor any x: l --* A,  f o x = go x 
(the property assumes the existence of a terminal object 1). 
Another categorical characterization is provided by Church algebraic 
theories. Obtutowicz has pointed out a connection between 2-algebras and 
categories, involving the algebraic theories of Lawvere. The following 
account is directly inspired by Obtutowicz (1977, 1982). First we make two 
remarks about the Scott Koymans approach 
- -The  heavy and technical aspects of the construction of Koymans 
are primarily due to the coding of couples and projections in the 2-calculus. 
It would be nice not to have to cope with it. 
- -The  equations in CCLf l  lack SA: intuitively this means that fl 
corresponds to less than Cartesian closure. Nevertheless a Cartesian closed 
category is built, and then "loosened" by considering a retraction, and not 
an isomorphism, between U and U ~ U. 
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In contrast Obtutowicz proposes the following kind of Cartesian category 
where these complications disappear, built in the framework of algebraic 
theories (Manes, 1976) which we recall first. An algebraic theory may be 
viewed as a model for a calculus of categorical combinators without App 
and A. But it is convenient to handle products of any arity, so that the 
objects built on a single basic type [1] and a terminal object [0] may be 
written [0],..., [n],..., and the operators and equations will express 
that [m + n] is a product of [m] and In]. Now, formally, we define the 
following equational presentation: 
- -  types are couples of integers, written Ira] ~ In] 
- -  operators are 
- - Id ,  o, 1 (with appropriate types) 
- - fo r  all l<~i<~npT: [n ]~[1]  
- - fo r  any m,n~> 1 an n-ary pairing operator associating 
(A,,..., A,) :  [m] --, [n] with A1,..., An: [m] ~ [1] 
- - the  equations are those expressing that we have a Cartesian 
category. 
Models of this presentation are called a lgebra ic  theor ies .  The reader may 
check that [13 is a product of [03 and [13, writing Fst= 1, Snd = Id, and 
(A, B )=B.  Also, to specify an algebraic theory, we only need to define 
[n] ~ [13 for all n, and then take as [n] ~ l-m] the set product of m 
copies of In] ~ [13. 
Now a Church algebraic theory, as defined by Obtutowicz, is a model of 
the above presentation augmented by two operators, e: [2] ~ [1] (hence 
not polymorphic) and * associating A*: In] ~ [1] with any 
A: In + 1 ] ~ [1 ] (for arbitrary n). The equations are the suitable rephras- 
ing of App (or Beta) and DA.  Hence, roughly speaking, a Church algebraic 
theory is a Cartesian category where a distinguished object U is almost an 
exponential of U and U. 
We are now in position to connect A-algebras and Church algebraic 
theories. With a A-algebra M we associate a Church algebraic theory Mr 
defined as follows: 
[-/'/] --~ [1 "1 : {~AX 1 . . .xn.dx 1 ...xn~]ldE ]M]} 
(we write freely ~)~Xl...X n. yx  I . . .Xn ,  {y = d}lM = E2x~. . .xn .dx l . . . x ,~ ) (in 
particular [0] -~ [1] = IMI), 
ao (hi ml ~ m ..... b~) = ~AXl. . .xm.a(b~ x~. . .x ,~) . . . (b ,x~. . .xm) l  
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(in particular a o 1 [m]  = ~2Xl . .  ' Xm" a~ ), 
P7 = E,~x~.. .x, .x~ 
= I,~xy.xy~ 
a*=a.  
Checking that we have obtained a Church algebraic theory is quite a 
routine. Notice the very simple definition of currying: the sets In] ~ [1] 
form a decreasing chain for inclusion. The association of a 2-algebra Mn 
with a Church algebraic theory M is as in our setting via a De Bruijn-like 
translation which is as follows ("OB" for Obtutowicz): 
XOB(x~ ....... )= p7 (i minimum s.t. x = xi) 
(2x. M)oB(x~ ....... ) * ---- moB(x,x~,...,x. ) 
( MN)oB = e o (MOB, NoB >. 
Hence Mo~(x~ ....... ): [n] ~ [1]; M H is defined by 
IMII[ =M ~°a~ EI~ 
~M, {X 1 = d 1 ..... Xn = dn}[~ = mo•(xt ....... )° (dn,..., dl > 
(in particular for M closed JIM, { }~ = Mos()). 
The constructions are connected nicely: 
- -For  any 2-algebra M, MI, H=M (check (Mos(xl ....... ))M,= 
~2Xn. . .x I .M~M) .  
- -  For any Church algebraic theory M, MHd is isomorphic to M. The 
key property here is that a= ~,~,X1...Xn.aX1...Xn~Mu iff a= b *n for some b 
(setting b*~= (b*~-l)*): take for instance 
- -  * 0 [L2x.ax~]Mu - (yX)oB(x,y) a=b*  where b=~o (aop  2, p~> 
so if ~2x.ax~M,=a,  then a=b* ,  and if a=c* ,  then by App b=c.  This 
suggests to define the isomorphisms i, from In] ~ [1] onto [n] --+ [1] in 
Mn j  by in(a) = a*". We are left to show that this defines a homomorphism. 
For example, we check 
~.,, = (~*~)M 
(i, + l(a))*,,,, = i, + l (a)= i,(a*). 
Checking that compositions are preserved is more tedious and is left as 
an exercise. 
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The equivalence we have described is very simple, and can be extended 
easily to 2-models by requiring the Church algebraic theory to have 
enough points, and to encompass q by adding a suitable rephrasing of SA. 
EXERCISE. Prove these assertions; how that with r/the equivalence can 
be made syntactic. 
Combinatory Algebras 
The most recent contribution to the categorical characterization of
languages concerns the combinatory algebras, and was made by Longo 
and Moggi (1984). We propose here a slight rephrasing of their charac- 
terization, which is nicely connected with Church algebraic theories, being 
simply a weakening of those structures, and being nicely connected with 
our observations on E-reduction simulations. We shall call combinatory 
algebraic theory a model of the presentation of Church algebraic theories, 
where the rephrasing of DA has been removed. Hence we are left with the 
axiom App. The bridges between combinatory algebras (cf. Sect. 3) and 
combinatory algebraic theories are as follows (omitting M). 
Let M be a combinatory algebra. We define a combinatory algebraic 
theory as follows: 
[n] ~ [1 ] = {(d 1 ..... dn) ~-+ ddl.., d . ]d~ ]M]} 
(these functions are called the representable functions) (in particular 
[o] -~ [1] = IMI), 
pn = (X 1 ..... Xn)  ~ Y'i 
e= (x, y)~--~ xy 
((dl,..., dn) ~ ddl...dn)* = (dl,..., d, 1) ~ ddl. . .dn_l-  
Of course composition, pairing, identity, and projections are the set 
theoretical ones. Notice that currying is not defined in a canonical way, but 
we do not care because we require only an existence axiom: indeed App is 
very different from DA: in the first rule only one instance of A is involved; 
in the second, two different instances of currying are related, needing 
canonicity. Notice also that in contrast with the constructions from 
2-algebras, we have built a category of sets and functions, and hence a 
category with enough points. But it does not restrict the generality of the 
correspondence, as we shall see below. 
With any combinatory algebraic theory we associate a combinatory 
algebra by a simple observation on the construction of a 2-algebra from a 
Church algebraic theory. We can build a semantic function for all 
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2-expressions exactly as if we had a Church algebraic theory. Now we shall 
only use a special kind of 2-expressions: those of the form 2xl...xn.A, 
where A is a term of CL. We know from 2.17 that we may simulate 
(2x l . . . xn .A)  X l . . . x  n --% A 
without using DA, because A contains no abstractions. This suggests we 
should define 
IM.,I = [0] --+ [1] 
(d ld2)Mn ' = go (d l ,  d 2)  
which allows us to prove combinatory completeness very easily. The 
correspondence b tween the two constructions i  left as an 
EXERCISE. Show that for any M, one has Mr,lr = M; show that for any 
M, MH, r is the algebraic theory constructed from M by taking as arrows 
the functions defined by the arrows f: In] --+ [1] of M, i.e., 
(d I . . . . .  d,)~-~f°(dl  ..... d,)  where dl,..., d~: [0] ~ [1 ]. 
This is the natural way of constructing a category with enough points from 
a given category C with a terminal object (by the way if C is Cartesian 
closed, is the corresponding category with enough points Cartesian closed 
(hint: take care of types))? 
So what this exercise says is that the correspondence is not between com- 
binatory algebras and combinatory algebraic theories, but between com- 
binatory algebras and classes of combinatory algebraic theories defining 
the same combinatory algebraic theory with enough points. 
Longo and Moggi also exhibit a connection with Cartesian closed 
categories. With a combinatory algebra one may associate (following Scott, 
1976) the Cartesian closed category of partial equivalence relations (see 
Longo and Moggi, 1984) which is a combinatory algebraic theory. They 
decompose the validation of the rephrasing 
x =eo (x* oFst, Snd) 
of App into the case where x has type [2] ~ [1], and the hypothesis that 
1-2] is a retract of [1 ] (which allows us to propagate the rephrasing of App 
to x E"l~Ell for any n). Now when a combinatory algebraic theory is 
obtained within a Cartesian closed category (as in the category of partial 
equivalence relations), then the decomposition becomes: 1-2] is a retract of 
[1], and A(e) is principal, i.e., for any g of the same type as A(e) there 
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exists h s.t. g= A(e)oh. This simple notion is nicely connected with recur- 
sion-theoretic notions (Goedel numbering, s -m-n  iteration theorem). 
Finally in the case of k-models the constructions of Koymans, 
Obtutowicz on one hand, of Longo and Moggi on the other hand yield the 
same objects modulo equivalences (we refer to Longo and Moggi, 1984, for 
details). 
6. DISCUSSION 
The connection between k-calculus and Cartesian closed categories 
became well known after the beautiful papers of Lambek (1980b) and Scott 
(1980). Lambek pioneered in treating categories as deductive systems 
(Lambek, 1980a). A large catalogue of proof-theoretic versions of 
categorical constructions may be found in Szabo (1978). This is an 
illustration of the so called Curry-Howard isomorphism, which identifies 
propositions with types (or objects), proofs with terms (or arrows). The 
deductive systems corresponding to typed k-calculus and Cartesian closed 
categories by this isomorphism are the natural deduction and the sequent 
calculus, which are related directly in (Mann, 1975). Another early 
reference is Obtutowicz (1977) (cf. Sect. 5). 
Quite independently (Berry, 1979; Curien, 1985c; Berry and Curien, 
1982) contained an explicit set of semantic equations allowing us to 
associate values in categories with k-expressions. As far as I know, Berry 
(1979, 1981) wrote the first formal proof of the fact that these equations 
validate the fl-rule. 
In addition to the pioneering works mentioned above other people con- 
tributed significantly to the comparative study of Cartesian closure versus 
2-calculus: Parsaye-Ghomi (1981), Poign6 (in press, 1984), Dybjer (1983, 
1984), Koymans (1982, 1984), and Lambek and Scott (1985). A special 
mention should be made about Lambek and Scott (1985), where most of 
our correspondences are also pointed out; the setting is more proof- 
theoretic and semantic, and the underlying translations are quite different. 
Parsaye-Ghomi, Poign6, and Dybjer are interested in extending to higher 
order types the formalism of algebraic specifications. Poign6 (in press) con- 
tains a proof of the equivalence between 2e~(C) and CCCK(C) for a given 
set of constants. He also discusses models in a categorical, functorial set- 
ting, investigating initiality and completeness and correcting some 
statements of Parsaye-Ghomi (1981), who remains pioneer in the field of 
higher order specifications. Dybjer proposes axiomatizations for the partial 
orders and fixed points involved in what I call here least fixed point 
applicative algebras. 
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All these works seem to have developed fairly independently. My own 
results were also obtained independently, with two exceptions however: 
- -The functional completeness theorem of Lambek (1980a) (which is 
in a typed setting) was a motivation for the constructions ofSection 4, and 
then of Section 2; however I stress that the untyped version of functional 
completeness given here (2.22) was obtained independently of the similar 
result in Lambek and Scott (1985). 
--Reading Koymans (1982) gave me some intuition on how to derive 
the system CCL from CCLfltlSP (cf. 1.2.14). 
In my opinion the main originalities of my approach compared with the 
other ones are 
The equivalences are radically syntactical, and semantic equivalen- 
ces are induced very naturally. 
- -The categorical notions are worked out in a very operational way. 
Strong and weak rules allow us to simulate two classically quite different 
ways of computing 2-expressions:/%reductions and environment machines. 
Moreover strong rules are nicely connected with De Bruijn's notation, 
while weak rules naturally lead to a very simple abstract machine. 
- -The  typed and untyped cases are handled in exactly the same way, 
owing to the introduction of CCL~, where the terminal object is replaced 
by operators which are more familiar to machines: coupling and applying. 
As stressed in the introduction, Turner (1979) had a similar operational 
approach to classical combinatory logic, considered as executable code. 
The translation i to classical combinators can be made as efficient as the 
translation into categorical combinators, following Kennaway and Sleep 
(1982) (cf. end of Sect. 3). But the categorical setting has the advantage of 
being able to freely intermix strong rules and weak rules. As stressed at the 
end of Section 3, this is very important in the categorical bstract machine, 
where compile time optimizations are directly inferred from strong rules, 
while execution simulates the weak rules. With classical combinators strong 
rules are untractable. 
Finally, as far as Cartesian categories only are concerned, the categorical 
combinators are very like the FP systems of Backus (1978). A, App, and 
recursion seem to be hidden somehow in the metacomposition rule of the 
FFP systems. Here are some open problems and perspectives: 
- -The  result of Klop (1980) on the non-confluence of the 2c-calculus 
relies on a fixed point argument; on the other hand, the typed 2c-calculus 
is canonical (cf. end of Sect. 4). Hence it seems reasonable to conjecture 
that CCL~ is not confluent in the untyped case. For the typed case the 
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following confluence result is proved in Obtutowicz (in press). Reductions 
are decomposed in two levels: after each reduction Beta or SA, compute 
the normal form w.r.t, to the system 
CCLfl  - Beta + FSI + SPair 
which is locally confluent, and which we conjecture to be noetherian even 
in the untyped case. We conjecture that the whole CCLf lqSP is noetherian 
in the typed case. 
- -The relationships between weak rules and strong rules should be 
studied further. We can implement the weak rules through the categorical 
abstract machine. What about strong rules? There should exist abstract 
machines for them too. The following works can be relevant, and could 
possibly be rephrased in categorical terms: the CUCH machine of Boehm 
and Dezani (1972), which is a multi-stack machine performing strong nor- 
mal fl and q-reductions with an explicit treatment of a-conversions, and 
some proposals in (De Bruijn, 1978; O'Donnell and Strandh, 1984) for 
developing a calculus of delayed De Bruijn's substitutions. 
- -The ability of our various strategies and implementations w.r.t. 
sharing and optimality should be examined carefully. Formal bridges with 
the framework of J.-J. L6vy (1978) should be established, but are not easy 
to conceive, because categorical reductions do not seem to have such a nice 
theory of residuals and families of redexes as in the 2-calculus. Some com- 
parison should also be done with other sharing techniques, for example in 
(Raoult, 1984; Staples, 1982). 
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